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INSIDE TRACK 
Chicago's new Deputy 
Mayor on Education 
talks teachers, teens 
and reform 
'School reform is a concept ... we're 
talking about the restructuring 
of the schools, actually 
taking on the job.' 
Chicago public schools, like the 
city itself, are filled with diversity. 
They are also populated along the 
same racial/socio-economic lines 
as is the city. 
With special characteristics of 
diversity come special problems,. 
problems which caused former 
Secretary of Education Will iam 
Bennet to label Chicago schools 
"the worst in the country." 
As a result, there is a radical 
school reform program now 
being implemented that is de-
signed to give the policy- making 
power to the people who are best 
able to understand the problems 
of the individual schools: parents, 
teachers, principals and active 
community residents. 
It's called Chicago School Re-
form and it is being officially 
launched this month. 
With this plan, there has also 
been a change in the upper ad-
ministration of the City of Chicago 
with the appointment, for the first 
time, of a new Deputy Mayor of 
Education: Lourdes Monteagudo. 
In an interview with New Expres-
sion reporters Elisabeth Heard 
and Milda Saunders, she de-
scribes the role she is playing in 
Chicago School Reform. 
Lourdes Monteagudo: I was 
named Deputy Mayor of Educa-
tion for the City of Chicago on May 
25 by Mayor Richard M. Daley. 
Before that I was principal of the 
Sabin Magnet School for five 
years and before that I was a 
. 
TAKE THE 
ARMY RESERVE 1 
ONE STEP AT A TIME. 
teacher in the Chicago School 
system for eight years. I'm aiso a 
mother of three children and two 
are presently attending Chicago 
public schools. I graduated from 
Lakeview High School. I came to 
the city of Chicago when I was 12. 
I was born in Cuba and lived 
there for six years,and then I 
moved to Puerto Rico where I lived 
for many years. So I have the 
perspective of having been a stu-
dent teacher, principal and now 
Deputy Mayor. 
New Expression: Describe the 
goals behind school reform. 
L.M.: School reform is a concept, 
not necessarily a program. When 
we talk about school reform we're 
talking about the restructuring of 
the schools, actually taking on the 
job. Schools, as we know them, 
are not doing the job for most of 
their students; we have a tremen-
dous drop-out rate and students 
are not graduating at the achieve-
ment level that we want. We have 
schools in which we have tremen-
dous amounts of drug use and 
gangs and that type of thing. 
We can either see those things 
as problems we need to solve, or 
we can look at them as symptoms 
of a problem that is basically in the 
structuring of the schools. We find 
that schools that are successful in 
having students be successful are 
schools that have thought a lot 
about what they do and how they 
do it. 
N.E.: Why the sudden shift from 
an education bureacracy to a local 
school council? 
L.M. We can think of the system 
as a whole system that has some 
540 schools or look at the system 
of one school and say, "Who's 
going to lead that school?" We 
looked around the country at 
schools that were successful and 
those are the schools that are al-
lowed to make decisions right 
there in the school. The principal, 
the parents, and the older stu-
dents sit around and talk to each 
other about what should happen to 
make it a better school. People 
who ca;e for the kids are willing to 
spend that time and sit on the 
council because they want them to 
have the best situation possible. 
N.E.: How much power will the 
local school council have over the 
students? Who will be protecting 
the rights of the students? 
L.M.: Everyone in the school is 
there to protect the rights of the 
students. If there's a big decision, 
such as searching lockers or test-
ing for drugs, that has to be de-
cided by the local councils. They 
will take it upon themselves to say 
that there is a problem and there 
needs to be a solution. Say 
there's a dr problem at the 
.. ,,,•: · .. ··: ,•' : : ~: 
school and the council decides to 
have locker searches with dogs. 
Some students would say their 
rights are being violated, but that is 
not a violation. You've violated 
the rights of others by having 
something illegal in your posses-
sion. 
N.E.: With parents on the school 
board implementing policy, what 
measures will be taken to help 
some of the less educated parents 
who still want a voice in their 
children's schools? 
L.M.: The first thing is that the law 
requires all of the people on the 
councils to have 30 hours of train-
ing after they are elected. These 
30 hours will be geared to letting 
them know about things that they 
might not ever have heard about. 
Some of the training will deal with 
budgets and how to run the 
schools and so forth. 
A good bulk of the training will 
deal with visions, other alterna-
. l ives and other things that have 
worked with other school systems. 
We can give them those experi-
ences and knowledge that they 
might not ever have had them-
selves. The second thing is that 
there are a lot of people in the 
corporate world and private foun-
dations who are pouring millions 
of dollars into school reform and 
we are telling them that the most 
important thing they can do is to 
invest in these local school coun-
cils and help them see these vi-
sions. Maybe we'll have to go 
beyond those 30 hours and work 
with those people to show them 
some of their alternatives. 
Maybe it is working with univer-
sities. Maybe it is doing a really 
great training job for teachers. 
N.E.: Why is there only one stu-
dent on each council and why 
don't they have a vote? 
L.M.: We wanted that to be differ-
ent, but legally it couldn't be differ-
ent. We couldn't have a person 
who was not 18 years old having a 
vote on a council that was making 
legal decisions. The student will 
not have a vote but he will have a 
voice in the high schools. We are 
also encouraging them in the 
grammar schools to have a stu-
dent council of the older students 
so that even though they don't 
have a representative elected, 
they will have a voice. 
We are hoping that the parents 
will be listening to the students. It 
may seem like the parents have 
the vote, but it is a vote that comes 
with information from the stu-
continued on page 17 ... 
If you're a high school junior, 
and 17, you could take a big step 
for your future with the Army 
Reserve's Alternate Training 
Program. It works this way: You 
take Basic Training between your 
junior and senior year; then, the 
following summer, you train in a 
specific skill at an Army school. 
It's more than a step ahead in 
training, you'll get paid-at least 
$1,200for basic and even more 
for your sktll traming. Then you'll 
serve near home, usually one 
weekend a month plus two weeks 
Annual Trainmg, and earn over 
$80 per weekend. 
WHAT CAN A STUDENT 
BUY FOR $100? 
On top of that, tf you qualify, 
there's the Montgomery GI Bill 
that provtdes you wtth up to 
$5.040 for college or seleaed 
vocattonal/techmcal trainmg. 
Take the next step for more 
mformation. Stop by or call: 
926-2640 
Bt AU YOU CAM Bl. 
ARMY RESERVE 
MILIOS OFFERS STUDENTS A 
HAIRCUT, SHAMPOO, 
CONDITIONER & BLOW DRY 
FOR $1.00 
COME IN BY DEC. 1, 1989 
AND RECEIVE A FREE STUDENT I.D. CARD. 
A DISCOUNT OFFERED TO HIGH SCHOOL 
AND CC?LLEGE STUDENTS BELOW 
REGULAR PRICES FOR ONE YEAR PERIOD. 
M I L I 0 S • 767 W. DIVERSEY • 5 4 9 - 1 4 6 1 
Why are teens killing themselves? 
By Dimltra Gkodimos 
It's 1 0 o'clock on a Tuesday 
night. One teenager attempts sui-
cide. A minute passes and an-
other teen makes a suicide at-
tempt. Almost every minute of 
every day in the U.S. a young 
person tries to take his/her life. It 
adds up to more than 1,000 sui-
cide attempts every day. Perhaps 
as many as 1 0,000 teens a year 
succeed. 
In today's complex society, sui-
cide is not just a personal deci-
sion, it is a disease of our civiliza-
tion. 
Suicide is a whispered word, 
agree the professionals who seek 
to understand the importance of 
suicide. One such professional, 
Earl A. Grollman, claims that 
people pretend they don't hear the 
desperate cry for help, even when 
voiced, because suicide is a taboo 
subject which "stigmatizes the 
survivors along with the victims." 
Exploring the issue of suicide 
calls for a breaking of taboos. As 
he further explains, "Suicide puts 
society, religion and the commu-
nity of souls in agony. Self-de-
struction is the severing of the 
individual's ties to everyone else. 
This is the reason the law labels it 
'criminal' and religion has called it 
'sin.'" 
"But name-calling is of little 
help," said Groll man and others 
interviewed by New Expression. 
He pointed out that we need to 
understand why teenagers would 
choose to die, what they're trying 
to tell us by attempting such an act 
and what can prevent suicide at-
tempts. 
Information f rom Chicago Lake-
shore Hospital tells us that suicide 
is the third leading cause of death 
Illustration by Flor Castaneda 
/Impulsive behavior, coupled with depression, triggers suicide at-' 
tempts among teenagers: A crisis problem across the U.S. 
By Debbie Johnson 
(YNS) Acts of impulsive behav- I 
ior, such as fighting, prostitution 
and suspension from school, I 
when combined wtth depression, 
can cause teenagers to attempt 
suicide, according to a study by 
Lee Robbins, professor of sociol-
ogy and psychiatry at Washington 
University in St. Louis. 
Depression is a more potent 
factor than impulsive behavior, but 
when the two are combined, the 
risk of suicide is increased, said 
Robins, director of a study involv-
ing 3,000 teens who went to free 
clinics to receive counseling. 
The study also found a trau-
matic event, such as being as-
saulted, threatened, arrested or 
incarcerated, may trigger a sui-
cide attempt. 
"I was always getting into 
I 
trouble," said Robert Alexander, 
16, of Spokane, Wash., who at-
tempted suicide two years ago. "I 
r The Myths and Facts about teen suicide "' guess it was just my way of telling people I was unhappy." 
"I never really went into drugs or 
anything like that, but if there was 
I a fight, I'd be in it," he said. "I got suspended from school twice." 
When he "couldn't take it any-
more," Alexander said he swal-
lowed the contents of a bottle of 
his father's prescription medicine. 
"My parents finally sat up and 
noticed that I really needed help," 
he said. "They took me to this guy 
who's really helped me straighten 
up my life.·" 
Almost 14 teenagers commit 
suicide in the United States each 
day, according to U.S. Monthly 
Statistics. For every successful 
suicide, there are 50 to 100 at· 
tempts every day. 
Robbins noted suicide among 
teenagers has tripled in the last 30 
years and is now the third leading 
cause of death among teenagers. 
Dr. Susan Blumenthal, chief of 
behavioral medicine programs for 
the National Institute of Mental 
Health in Washington, D.C., en· 
couraged students to allow a pos-
sibly suicidal person to talk about 
their problems and seek profes-
sional counseling. 
"Talking about suicide doesn't 
drive a person to it," she said. 
(Debbie Johnson, 17, is in grade 
11 at Lewiston High School in 
Lewiston, Idaho. She is bureau 
chief for YNS Lewiston, Idaho.) 
~ 
among young people between 1 0-
19 years of age. it is also esti-
mated that 20-25 teenagers 
commit suicide each day in the 
United States. 
Unquestionably, the estimate 
of 1 0,000 teen suicides a year is 
low, since the true cause of death 
is frequently masked under the 
label "accidental.· 
Yale University School of Medi-
cine estimates that suicide ac-
same human needs and longings, 
but it is obviously a very different 
world," he concluded. Teens need 
to build a world around them in 
which they feel comfortable, val-
ued and useful. 
Dr. Bruno Bettelheim, psycho-
analyst and author, agrees: 
"There is no place for adolescents, 
as adolescents, in our technologi-
cally advanced society." Teen-
agers don't have an important role 
'Almost 14 teenagers commit suicide 
in the United States each day. For 
every successful suicide, there are 50 
to 100 attempts .. .' 
counts for 8-12% of deaths among I 
college students. The University of 
Michigan Medical Center reported 
that cases of attempted and com-
pleted suicida seen by its emer-
gency room staff increased 89% in 
the last five years. 
For every 1 0,000 college stu-
dents," says Dr. Dana L. Farns-
worth, director of the Harvard Uni-
versity Health Services, "about 
1,000 will have emotional conflicts 
severe eno11gh to need profes-
sional help; 300 to 400 will have 
1 feelings of depression deep 
I 
enough to impair their :::fficiency; 
1 00 to 200 will be apathetic and 
unable to organize themselves; 20 I 
to 50 will be seriously affected by 
comhcts within the family; 15 to 25 
will need treatment in a mental 
hospital; 5 to 20 students will at-
tempt suicide; 1 to 3 will succeed." 
"In earlier societies, children 
were valued in different and very 
important ways," states Dr. Peter 
Giovacchini, a psychoanalyst. 
"Their passage from child.hood 
to adulthood was a conttnuous, 
unbroken progression. While in 
some sense they were depen~ent, 
they were not, particularly speak-
ing, irrelevant and valueless," he 
explains. 
"They had a stable environment 
with in which they could work out 
their uncertainties, over whether 
they would eventually make suc-
cessful warriors, mothers, shep-
herds and other roles. They also 
had strong family units with strong 
authority figures to model them-
selves after," he added. 
"Today, adolescents have the 
in it. He claims that teenagers do 
not have the skills to function in 
such a society. 
"By definition it must be a period 
of constant change. Change by its 
nature means instability," he 
added. 
Jack Wuest, executive director 
of the Alternative Schools Net-
work, believes that there are 
many times when teens act like 
adults and there are many times 
they act like teenagers. In other 
words, teenagers are caught in the 
unstable transition between child-
hood and adulthood. 
''Then they have to face all the 
different challenges that the soci-
ety is enforcing on them.lt's a hard 
time, the hardest in any 
individual's life," said Wuest. 
So what can people do to help 
teenagers who may be su icidal 
because of all this pressure and in-
stability? 
The surest sign of intent to 
commit suicide is the actual at-
tempt. There is no more dramatic 
and poignant cry for help. Wuest 
had one mother who thought 
" ... that her daughter had tried so 
many times that it was just a game 
and 'the kid was playing.'" 
Too often, people will dismtss 
the incident with the exasperated 
comment: "He was only trying to 
get attention." Wuest strongly be-
lieves that "any suicide effort must 
be taken with the greatest serious-
ness." 
He supports this conviction by 
stating that "12 percent of those 
who attempt suicide will make a 
contiued on page 14 ... 
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CoLLEGE AND CAREERS 
College Calender 1989-90 
Project College Bound will be "Questions to Ask College College Fai~. ~e~em~er to pl_ck 
hosting all of the College Prepara- Representatives" Elve a ~an~e 0 ar er 0 easier 
tion Workshops listed in the follow- Everage, Iowa State sc 00 s. 
ing calendar. Members from the University Most colleges give you a 
Council of College Attendance 22 & 23 NACAC Chicago College choice of admissions applica-
will be facilitating the seminars. All Fair (National Association of tion deadlines. If you request 
workshops will take place at Youth College Admissions Counsel an early deadline, all your forms 
Communication, 207 S. Wabash ors College Fair McCormick Place will be due earlier because the 
8th floor. Please call Stephanie West Donnelley Hall) college's final decision will ar-
Jackson at 663-0543 to reserve a 24 PSAT/NMSOT Test Date rive earlier. When applying to 
spot in any of the workshops all of 27 Registration Deadline for the colleges, be sure to apply for 
which are conducted free-of- Dec. 2 SAT Exam similar deadline dates at each 
charge. 28 ACT Test Date college. That way you'll get 
OCTOBER Make a list of five colleges 
each college's final decision at 
about the same time. 
21 PSATINMSOT Test Date that interest you. Find out what 
College Fair Readiness theirdeadlinesareandifanyof NOVEMBER 
Workshop - 2-3:30 p.m. at them are sending a representa- 4 SAT Test Date 
Youth Communication-- tiveto your high school or to the 10 Regular Registration Deadline 
,---------, 11:~~i:l2:~:FIIege 
:::::;) How to choose a college II:l Decision Making W~rkshop-
f.fl':! By Mal oa·ng :::•· 9-12 Noon at IllinOIS State # f~ Building 100 W. Randolph.- Val ~~ij im~~~~~sdee~i~i~~~~nh~;ht~~~~~~~~~~~~t':~:~~ ;:~:e~:~~~~~=~ ._.!_ . '·,_ .r __l  . i ~~~~:~~o~~tional College of 
){ decision can be confusing and frustrating at times. If it is going to 12-14 Maxwell House Historically 
#!j be made right, however, planning must start as early as possible .••• B I a c k C o I I e g e F a i r , 
:jffi~ -usually in the junior year. To lessen the confusion and lighten ;::1 McCormick Place, West 
:'?~ the frustration, the College Board, a national nonprofit member- J Donnelley Hall 
Jf ship organization of colleges, universities, secondary schools, .. ,, 18 College Awareness I ~~~~L~~~€:~~:!~~:~£i~~~~~::~~~~:~:·!i::::::r: ill r~~~~~;~~~~~~f;i~:~:::lh 
M Hoo yo" 1;od ;mportaol. For example, locat;oo, lype (2-year, 4- 125 SAT Prepara11on Workshop ~~~l~ ~~~;~~~~.li~;::.i::~~·r~~~~;; ~~~~n:.(:~::~~:~~~~~~ ~~i~i~t~~ t ~~;k~oho;p & ~~T ;~ep~~~~~ 
I' ~~~~::7:~:;:: ::~:::::~:v:,:l.~::::~;:s ::;~:eh::: I ;:c:::~:ca;;oj~c~l.~o~~e~: 
~~i1i of ~-t~:~ !~r~~~~:~~:g:e;~·idTeh~~~:; ~~rd~~~i;:ss~ter~~:a~:~ ~~ 27~:~i:~~i~~~o;x~~adline for 
I ~=:~~~r~~:f~~~::~~~~:~~~=:;~~:~~::~:~£~~~~ I co~~~II.~O~~~h;,' y:~~~~h~: 
Jt libraries or guidance offices. ti~ eligible to enter. Consider your 
B. Some school guidance offices and libraries have programs :~) talent (art, sports), your race/ 
on personal computers that can help you sort through thousands ;f~; ethnicity, parents' employers or 
of colleges, selecting those with the features you desire. One of I~ parents' past military service 
these is available at Youth Communication. Call Stephanie l and the organizations you or 
Jackson at 663-0543. f your parents belong to. Make a 
C. Visit college fairs. These events give students a chance to =t calendar of deadlines for each 
meet informally with college admissions representatives. It is also :;:: scholarship competition you 
t rt · b · 1 t hope to enter. =~5;~;~:~:::~:·:x::~:::::;~::~::::o~~e:::,~ :.,.!.~  ~~... ~E~~M:.~~ Dale 
Ill. After compiling a list of colleges and universit ies that appeal : College Selection Workshop-J parents are encouraged to 
attend 
10-11 :30a . m Youth 
Octo6er 
Communication, Marta 
Sanchez-Speer, National 
College of Education 
9 ACT Test Date 
16 Financial Aid Workshop-
9-12 noon,Youth Communica-
tion. Parents are encouraged to 
attend. 
22 Registration Deadline for the 
Jan. 27 SAT Exam 
Check your.scholarship grant 
application due dates. Hustle 
your letters of recommendation 
and prepare required financial 
aid and college application 
forms over the Christmas vaca-
tion. 
JANUARY 
12 Regular Registration Deadline 
for the Feb. 1 0 ACT Exam 
13 City-Wide Peer College 
Counselors & Self Esteem 
Leadership Skills Workshop-
9-1 2 Noon at the Illinois State 
Building, 100 W. Randolph. 
Roosevelt Gordan, North-
eastern University 
20 ACT Preparation Workshop-
9-2 p.m. Youth Communication, 
Stephanie Jackson, Project 
College Bound 
27 SAT Test Date 
29 Late Registration Deadline for 
the Feb. 1 0 ACT Exam 
Illustration by Leon Gladney 
The Financial Aid Form 
(F.A.F.) is available early this 
month. See your counselor. 
File it after Jan. 1 as soon as 
your parents get their Income 
tax W-2 Forms and are prepared 
to complete their 1989 tax 
forms. 
Make sure you file the F.A.F. 
at least one month before your 
earliest college application 
deadline. Allow three to five 
weeks for processing. Within 
that time you will receive an 
acknowledgement with an esti-
mated dollar contribution to-
wards your cost at that school 
(if you ask for an estimate). 
Be sure to check the box on 
the F.A.F. for the Pell Grant If 
you are eligible. Be sure to 
check the box for the Illinois 
State Scholarship Commission 
Scho.larshlp on the F.A.F. 
FEBRUARY 
2 College Tours -City Colleges of 
Chicago, contact Stephanie 
Jackson at Youth Communica-
tion 
10 ACT Test Date 
12 Financial Aid Assistance 
Workshop- 9-12 noon at 
Youth Communication 
19 City Wide College 
Engineering Technology at: Texas A&M University Engineering Technology at: Texas A&M University 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEcHNOLOGY 
Are you interested in studying how the different 
telecommunications systems operate and how to maintain and 
manage them? 
Are you a high school senior with an SAT 
score of a 1 000 or higher? 
Are you a minority student? 
If you can answer yes to those three questions, 
you could qualify for a $2000 AMOCO Corp. scholarship to enter 
the department of Engineering Technolog'y at: Texas A&M 
University. 
W.;;;;.:.z. ,, •• 
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You would then enroll in the Telecommunications "specialty" 
within that department and study toward a "Bachelor of Science" 
degree. 
The average starting salary of the telecommunications students 
who graduated from our 4-year program last Spring, was 
$30,000! 
For more information, write to: 
Prof. Pierre Catala 
Dept. of Engineeri ng Technology 
Texas A&M University 
College Station, TX. 77843 
or call him at: (409) 845-4948 
Counselors & Club Sponsors 
Meeting- 9-1:30 p.m. at lllinios 
State Builidng 100 W. Randolph 
23 Registration Deadline for the 
March 31 SAT Exam 
Check your college applica-
tion due dates. Check your 
grant and scholarship applica-
tion due dates. 
Check on your new rank In 
class at the end of the seventh 
semester. If It's gone up, ask 
those who are writing your let-
ter of recommendation to men-
tion this fact. If it's gone down, 
do something about it during 
the eighth semester. 
MARCH 
5 City Wide Meeting 
9 Regular Registration Deadline 
for the April 7 ACT Exam 
10 Juniors SAT Preparation 
Workshop- 9:30- 2:30 Youth 
Communication, Stephanie 
Jackson 
17 Juniors ACT Preparation 
Workshop-9:30-2:30 Youth 
Communication, Stephanie 
Jackson 
26 Late Registration Deadline for 
the April 7 ACT Exam 
30 Registration Deadline for the 
May 5 SAT Exam 
31 SAT Test Date 
31 Senior College Wrap-up 
Session- 10-12 Noon Youth 
Communication , Johnny 
· Dorsey, Northeastern Univer-
sity 
Early In the month the Finan-
cial Family Statement (F.F.S.) 
form becomes available from 
your high school counselors. It 
is also the best time to file. Be 
sure to check the boxes for the 
Pell Grant and Illinois Student 
Assistance Commission. Allow 
6 to 8 weeks for processing 
You 'll get an acknowledgement 
form about three weeks after 
you file. • 
The Student Aid Reports 
(S.A.R.) from the Pell Grant Pro-
gram should be in the mall to 
you if you applied through 
F.A.F. in January. S.A.R.'s are 
print-outs (three Identical cop-
Ies) of the information that the 
Pell Grant Program has about 
you. Make sure the Information 
is correct. Follow through on 
any Instructions sent to you on 
the S.A.R.'s. 
APRIL 
Will you be 
among the students who 
score 2 50 more points 
on the SAT? 
You might be. If you prepare 
with a book. Or a friend But 
your best shot is by taking the 
most successful SAT prep 
course there is -Stanley H. 
Kaplan. 
For 50 years, Stanley H. 
Kaplan's test-taking techniques 
and professional educational 
programs have helped over 
100,000 students prepare for 
the SAT Thousands have 
increased their scores ISO. 200, 
250 points, or more 
Call. An extra 250 points can 
make a big difference in thE:. 
next four years of your life 
!KAPLAN 
SllHl£T H ll~lH £DIKAT10Nll CINT!t lTD. 
Call Days, Eves. & Weekends 
Arlington Heights 437~650 
Ch1cago/ orth 764-5151 
Downtown Chicago 346-93-M 
Highland Park 433-7410 
LaGrange 352-5840 
7 ACT Test Date 
13City Wide Meeting & Career 
Exploration Workshop, 9-
12 Noon, Illinois State Builidng, 
100 W. Randolph. 
23-27 Spring Break College Tours 
27 Registration Deadline for the 
June 2 SAT Exam 
Many colleges send accep-
tance/rejection letters during 
this month. You might also be 
sent a packet of freshman orien-
tation material and forms (room 
Do The Right 
Thing! 
Stay One 
Step Ahead 
Of The 
Crowd! 
and board, health, Insurance, .--------------, 
etc ... ). Get the forms In early. If 
you are accepted by one school 
while waiting for the others to 
hand In a verdict, it is a good 
Idea to call the schools that you 
are waiting on and find out the 
status of your application. Fi-
nalize you summer job plans. If 
you haven't found a job yet, you 
may not get one. Visit prospec-
tive colleges during your spring 
vacation. 
MAY 
5 SAT Test Date 
7-11 Advanced Placement (AP) 
Exam Dates 
11 Regular Registration Deadl ine 
for the June 9 ACT Exam 
12 Job Readiness Workshop & 
Career Field Trip- 1 O:OOam-12 
noon. Youth Communication 
14-18 Advanced Placement (AP) 
Exam Dates 
25 Late Registration Deadline for 
the June 9 ACT Exam 
JUNE 
2 SAT Test Date 
2 City Wide Peer College 
Counselors Meeting- Survey 
Assessment- 10-1 p.m Illinois 
State Building, 1 00 W. 
Randolph 
9 ACT Test Date 
21 CollegeTours - CityCollegesof 
Chicago, contact Stephanie 
Jackson at Youth Communica-
tion 
Make sure that the college of 
your choice has all three copies 
of your S.A.R. and a photocopy 
DISCOVER 
112~ 
SUNDAY, November12 
1-4:00 pm 
'Two year Associate Degree 
Program 
·Addictions Counseling Certificate 
'Gerontology Certificate 
'Early Childhood Education 
Certificate 
Admission and Financial 
Aid Information 
Come Look Us Over 
- MONT A Y COLLEGE 
3750 W . Peterson Ave. 
Chicago, II 60659 
Call 539-1919 
f • . t ---------, o your parents 1ncome ax re- 1 
turn. Before your high school 1 New Expression I 
closes be sure to send a final 1 ALL CITY MEETING 1 
transcript of your credits to the I 
college or colleges you are seri- I Wednesday 
ous about. I October 24 I 
I 4pm I 
1 207 S. Wabash 8th fl. I 
Project College Bound (PCB) is a program which helps public high 
school students tackle the college admissions process. 
We are already on the move going into a good (89-90) year -- so hurry 
while there's still time to get involved. 
You can be the one with the right answers. 
As a peer counselor, you will have the rare opportunity to assist in 
establishing a college admissions process, and then pass the informa-
tion on to your peers. 
Many students have already expressed their support and interest in 
Project College Bound. 
Call 663-0543, or write: 
Project College Bound 
207 S. Wabash Ave., 8th floor 
Chicago, IL 60604 
T hat's the great thin,g about business. If you're willing to work hard. the opportunities are 
wide open. But don't kid yourself- the Brst thing 
you have to work on is your business education. 
Our BA degree programs in Business 
Administra tion. Accountin,g. and Computer 
Information Systems and Management are as 
accessible as they a re practical. 
Financial aid allows the majority of our Chicago 
campus students to pay little or no tuition . 
And if you want special tutoring. or courses in 
English as a second language. you'll get as much 
help as you need. __ _ 
Best of all. a Business BA 1 ~~~:~;-n~~=~--1 from National College opens 
doors at many of Chicago's 
top companies. Which is 
exactly what you need when 
you're starting in business. 
A chance. 
For more information, 
call 621-9650. 
National College of Education Office of Admissions 
18 S. Michigan Ave .. Chicago. IL 60603 
NATIONAl COUEGF 
Of EDUCATION 
NCE 
FOUNDED 1886 
Compiled by Irene Liu. National College of Education becomes National· Louis University in 1990. L-------- .J L---------------------------' 
SOMEOHE WORTH KNOWING 
When it comes to planning your 
future, there are lots of people you 
should talk to: teachers, guidance 
counselors. college representatives 
and, of course, your parents. 
Why? Because they can offer 
you sound advice based on their 
collective knowledge and years of 
experience. They've also been 
where you are now-at the cross-
roads-faced with career decisions 
you've got to make on your own. 
There's another community 
resource you should consider, though-your ~ Recruiter. 
When it comes to Army benefits and opport:urubeS. he knows 
them all. And he can advise you on which programs, skills and 
educational benefits apply to you. . 
If you're interested in earning money for coUege, leammg a 
techrucal skill or just talking about your future, call yocr local 
Army Recruiter today. He's someone 'WOrth knowing. 
926 -2640 
Imagine... · 
You'd have the best of 
both worlds-a place 
where you can benefit 
from Chicago's vibrant 
business and cultural 
center ... while enjoying 
the advantages of 
campus life. 
College of Liberal Arts 
& Sciences 
College of Commerce 
School of Education 
School of MUSIC 
The Theatre School 
Call 341-8300 for the 
latest information 
about DePaul. 
DEPAUL 
UNIVERSITY 
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Parents' 
divorce 
devastating to 
many teens 
'I blamed myself for my parents' 
divorce ... ! felt everything falling 
apart and I just wanted to end it 
all. ' 
- Kevin Thomas 
By Amber McGruder 
Divorce. It's amazing how one 
simple word -divorce -can cause 
a world of destruction to some 
families. Of course the couple 
going through the divorce is hav-
ing a hard time, but what about 
their children ? How do they feel? 
Many teens suffer during di-
vorce procedures, count le$S 
months in court and long and tire-
some custody battles. 
Being a teenager is one of the 
hardest phases to go through in 
life." said Evelyn Johnson, a 
mother of three teenagers. 
"Going through puberty, with in-
tense pressure; it seems like you'll 
never get through it. During those 
years, teens are just beginning to 
find out who they are. In the midst 
of confusion with one's own life, 
the divorce of one's parents can be 
devastating." 
Chicago teenagers interviewed 
by New Expression said the 
same thing. Stacy Martin, 16 , 
said, "I was hurt and confused 
when my parents announced they 
were getting a divorce. I was so 
wrapped up in my own problems at 
school, I didn't notice my parents 
weren't getting along. I was very 
surprised when I found out. 
An opposite reaction is that of 
Kevin Thomas. 15. "I wasn 't sur-
prised at all when my parents 
decided to get divorced. They had 
been arguing a lot lately. Most of 
the time they argued about me and 
my grades at school, so I blamed 
myself for the divorce." 
Shannon Lewis got divorced 
about a year ago. Shannon now 
lives with her aunt because her 
father was moving to another ci1y 
and she couldn't get along with her 
mother. "When my parents got 
divorced, my mother blamed me. 
She said if it hadn't been for me 
getting in the way, they could have 
worked out their differences and 
gotten back together." 
Cynthia, (not her real name), 15, 
has a similar story: "My mother left 
my father for another man. My 
father was very distraught over it. 
He tried to say I drove her away, 
but I know it wasn't my fault." 
"When the parents are in tur-
moil, trying to place the blame 
somewhere else is understand-
able, but dangerous," says 
Schaefer. "H any harm results, it's 
due to parents' inappropriate re-
actions to the divorce. It's impor-
tant that the parents stress the fact 
that it is not the child's fault. Or else 
the child will feel guilty and go 
through life affected by the di-
vorce." 
Donna Jones, 17, lives with her 
mother. "My mother used to al-
ways talk about my father. She 
would put him down and try to turn 
me against him. I felt sort of guil1y 
because I thought loving my father 
would make me disloyal to my 
mom. But it was my mother who 
was wrong, not me." 
Mark Hunt, 15, has a similar 
story. "Whenever I go to my dad's 
and come back, my mother always 
asks me questions. 'Does he keep j uncle and aunt. 
his place clean?' 'Does he have a Angie, 15, became anorexic as 
new girHriend?' 'Did you find his a result of her parents' divorce. "I 
Playboy magazines?' This really felt my parents were getting a di-
makes me mad; when I go over vorce because they didn't love me 
there I feel like a spy." anymore. I thought that if I could do 
Many effects may arise as a something special, they would 
result of a divorce, including drug love me and love each other," she 
use, suicide, running away and said. 
even anorexia. 
Tracy, (not her real name), 17, 
started taking drugs when her 
parents split up. She got hooked 
on Methamphine, also called 
"speed." Tracy used to be over-
weight, and she started taking 
"speed" to lose weight. Things 
started getting rough between her 
parents and Tracy started de-
pending on "speed" to get her 
through the day. Her parents no-
ticed a change in her and got her 
help just in time. 
Dana, 15, attempted suicide 
when her parents got divorced, "I 
blamed myself for my parents' 
divorce. Beside my parents get-
ting divorced, things weren't going 
well at school, socially and aca-
qemically. Besides that, I had just 
broken up with my boyfriend. I felt 
everything falling apart and I just 
wanted to end it all." 
Kevin Magnuson , 14 , tried run-
ning away. "Things started getting 
really bad at home right before my 
parents separated. With both of 
them yell ing at each other, and at 
me, I couldn't take it and I ran 
away. " Kevin came back a month 
later and is now living with his 
"I've always wanted to become 
a model. I figured if I lost about 10 
pounds I could become one, and 
my parents would get back to-
gether . I started eating less and 
less. When the weight didn't come 
off as fast as I thought it should, I 
stopped eating altogether. I got re-
ally skinny, but I still thought I 
wasn't small enough. One of my 
friends told my mother what I was 
doing and she was horrified. She 
got me some help, even though I 
insisted that I didn't have a prob-
lem." 
All of that happened to Angie a 
year ago. Today she is still under-
going treatment for her problem. 
She is eating healthier and is 
almost well . Angie is vey happy 
living with her mother and visiting 
with her father on weekends. 
Statistics resulting from a sur-
vey by New Express ion show 
that many problems are caused by 
divorce : 
-2 out of 3 teens feel rejected 
by one parent 
-1 out of 2 grow up in settings 
with the parents warring with each 
other 
- 2 out of 3 girls become anx-
Give us four hours 
and we'll show you how 
four years at CSU 
ious as young adults, not able to 
make lasting commitments. 
Marriage counselor McGury 
says, "Teens tend to suffer in 
school and develop a low self es-
teem. They also have problems 
trusting in others because they've 
been hurt in previous relation-
ships. Teens of divorced parents 
tend to divorce or have marital 
problems in their own marriages." 
Not all of these stories had a 
happy ending, but Tracy's did. 
Although her parents didn't get 
back together as she'd hoped, 
they did step back and take a look 
at what all of their quarreling did. 
Tracy is still undergoing therapy, 
but she is much happier. Her 
parents now get along and they 
are almost friends. Tracy has 
learned not to just "pop-a-pill" 
when things start getting rough. 
She now talks out her problems 
with her aunt or her older cousin. 
If teens can identify with one of 
the persons in this article, or all of 
them, McGury's advice is: "Don't 
do anything drastic like some of 
them did to get your parents' at-
tention. Just get help. " 
There are many hotlines to call if 
you need to talk to someone. 
Three goad ones are: 
Talkline 228-6400 
Ravenswood Hospital 769-
6200 
Contact 644-4357 
All of these lines are open 24 
hours. 
You're 
In almost all cases of divorce, 
teens tend to blame themselves. 
Ellen McGury, an employee assis-
tance marriage counselor at Cook 
County Hospital, says this is be-
cause "kids tend to take on more 
responsibility than they can 
handle. They have trouble sepa-
rating their parents' problems from 
theirown. Youngpeopletendtobe 
egocentric." can change your life. in~ited 
A surprising fact is that the par-
ents also tend to blame the chil-
dren. John F. Schaefer, a child 
psychologist, says this is be-
cause, "In a situation like divorce 
the parents are very upset and 
tense already and they need 
someone to take their anger out 
on." 
The parents of 14-year-old 
Do you have a story to tell? 
Young Chicago 
is New Expression's 
literary section 
We pont poetry, prose, and 
drama 
Contact 
Jessica Ashley at 
(312) 663-{)54.3 
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Chicago State University is having an 
OPEN HOUSE on Sunday, November 19, 
from noon to 4 p.m., and you're invited. 
"It's going on" at CSU's Business and 
Health Sciences Building, 95th Street at 
King Drive. For additional information , 
call 995-2513. 
CHICAGO STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
to an 
OPEN 
HOUSE 
Teens win big, lose big in stock market 
By AI Husain 
October 19, 1987: He broke out 
into a shower of sweat. A chem is-
try exam would be in the next five 
minutes. But that was not worry-
ing him. There was no way he 
could take this test. His mind 
wasn't on it. Panicking and on the 
verge of a breakdown he ex-
plained the situation to the 
teacher. The excuse was per-
missable, yet rare. His anticipa-
tion grew as he ran home. 
It was almost 3:00 when he ar-
rived. A press on the one digit 
telephone was all he needed for 
the information. Two minutes later 
he hung up the phone and sat qui-
etly on the couch. He had talked to 
his stock broker: $3000 had been 
lost. And the funny thing is that the 
kid was not even old enough to 
drive. 
~H '
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It was the crash of '87, better 
known as Black Monday. What-
ever it was, it had darkened the fu-
ture for one bright-eyed15 year-
old in the world of the stock mar-
ket. A complex game that can 
make people enter the heaven of 
richness or sink into the torment of 
hell. But why would someone his 
age or experience risk it to make 
the big times in such a rush? 
Sometimes it only leads into the 
greed of money. 
They think of themselves as the 
astute college graduates; the 
foxes of the trade market. But 
deep down they are still young in 
heart and naive with ambition in 
their hearts, as most kids are. 
August 2, 1989: Shortly before 
two p.m. forty-six traders at 
Chicago's future exchanges were 
indicted on charges stemming 
from violating the Commodities 
Illustration by Justin Friel 
Exchange Act to lying to a federal 
agency. Nineteen of the violators 
were under the age of 35. Eleven 
of them were under the age of 30. 
"You can't expect any favors in 
this business," said Mike, an in-
vestor in Apple Computers and 
Digital Equipment. "Because 
once you're in, age doesn't matter, 
nor profession. I guess that's what 
I like about this field." 
He was the same boy two years 
ago sitting sadly on the couch with 
an emptiness of $3000. Times 
have changed. Mike has man-
aged to recover$2,000ofthethree 
gr~nd he lost. 
"A lot of people say it's for the 
money, and I can easily agree to 
that," he said, "But I also feel as if 
I'm learning something through all 
of this." 
"People laugh at my investing, 
and obviously take it as a joke," he 
said, as only a true investor would. 
"What they don't realize is that I'm 
doing something productive with 
my money instead of spending it 
like the rest of them. When you 
think of the stockmarket, you think 
big, and I just W«olt to be there at 
the top." 
Omar Ali moves fast among the 
people, dodging them left and 
right. All he has with him is an I.D. 
card and a slip of scribbled white 
paper. His surrounding are excit-
ing, and he is filled with a feeling of 
high ecstasy. His job is fast paced 
and hectic. He is a messenger 
and for six hours he runs up and 
down the Chicago stock market 
center giving his co-workers on-
the-second news on how the 
company is progressing or failing. 
He doesn't understand everything 
that's happening in the trade cen-
ter, but that could be normal for a 
17year- old who is going to college 
next year. He is not an investor but 
soon hopes to be. 
"Business is the way of life," the 
young apprentice said. "And 
stocks are one the way to getto the 
high life. It may seem complicated 
and frustrating at times, but it's 
worth it." 
"The country talks about its 'big 
boys' and how much they're mak-
ing: why not start young, with a 
longer future," he said. "I know this 
one kid, I won't mention his name, 
but he made $3000 in two months! 
Sometimes you're bound to fall, 
but that's life." 
The Dow Jones last month 
reached its highest ever since 
Black Monday, going up 19.78 
points. "You have to watch the 
trend of the market carefully." 
''These guys are smart. They 
know what they're doing, a Chi-
cago businessman said. "A lot of 
them are probably going to turn 
into financial geniuses, because 
of the future that lies ahead in this 
field." 
Many have said that investing in 
stocks is an experience that they 
want to be familiar with ; after all it 
provides benefits, and it's a good 
way of making your money work 
for you. Stocks, though, occa-
sionally have their downfalls. 
When companies go sour, the 
price of the stock lowers, and 
handling a bad investment is hard 
to take, especially for a kid. 
"I invested $500 in U.S. Waste 
Management and got nowhere, 
except that I lost $150. But I tend 
not to think of it as a great loss, but 
the $150 is a big loss in my small 
account." He referred to his name 
as "anonymous "for his and the 
company's sake. 
"At first I was shocked that I had 
lost so much, but eventually I re-
covered from my wound. The 
world of the stock market fasci-
nates me, because I am the boss. 
I control my money and make the 
decisions. That feeling of power • 
and wealth is a state in which I 
would feel comfortable," he said. 
The number of teens in the 
stock market is few, but more are 
likely to invest in coming years. 
They see the market as the busi-
ness world, in which a specific 
age, or owning franchises of cor-
poration is not a necessity. Expe-
rience is lacking but that grows as 
time goes by. 
Some, although they deny it, 
are in for the money and lots of it. 
That is every youngster's dream of 
having fame and fortune. These 
are the kids of the stockmarket: a 
few in population but still growing. 
(AI Husain, of Loyola Academy, 
wrote this for the Roosevelt Uni-
versfty Summer Journalism Work-
shop.) 
PROJECT COLLEGE BOUND- 1989 STATE-WIDE COLLEGE TOURS 
Our tours are open to Seniors who are considering attending the colleges 
and/or universities listed below. Reservations must be made by the deadlines. 
The tour fee includes travel, food and hotel cost for overnight trips. Student 
will explore the campuses, visit with professors and learn all about potential 
colleges. 
MUNDELEIN COLLEGE 
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY 
ILLINOIS STATE 
UNIVERSITY, NORMAL 
WESTERN ILLINOIS 
UNIVERSITY, MACOMB 
NORTHERN ILLINOIS 
UNIVERSITY, DEKALB 
11/9 
11110 
10/23 
10/24. 
):: 10/25 
:: ... 
1111 
1113 
$25.00 Open House 
$5.00 Special Tour Day 
$20.00 Open House 
Discover Western 
FREE Special Tour Day 
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HEALTH AND SEXUALITY 
Abortion survey shows teens pro-choice 
Although the Webster v. Repro-
ductive Health Services, a ruling 
which gave the states the power to 
legalize or illegalize abortion, fa-
vored pro-life activists, a random 
survey of 52 teens and adults by 
New Expression revealed that 
teens favored the pro-choice view 
over the anti-abortion view by a 
margin of 20 to 7. Adults, who 
composed one-third of those sur-
veyed, also favored pro-choice 
over anti-abortion by a margin of 
23 to 2. Totaling the results of 
these two surveys, pro-choice 
was favored over anti-abortion by 
a margin of 43 to 9. 
The chart (at right) shows the 
status, age, and sex of the 52 
people surveyed, and also what 
view they hold. 
Illustration by Tammy Kim 
Sex Status 13-18 
Female Single 13 
Married 0 
Divorced 0 
Male Single 7 
Married 0 
Divorced 0 
Feeling very strong about this 
case on abortion, one woman 
summarized the thoughts of many 
other women surveyed by New 
Expression when she said, "I 
haven't been marching on the 
streets for a long time, but I think 
this issue will get me back out 
there to fight for what is my right." 
"For what is my right." Is it her 
right, this survey asked, or does 
the unborn baby have more power 
with her baby than the woman 
herself? According to the federal 
government, a fetus is not consid-
ered a person until it is born, so ac-
cording to the law a woman who 
has an abortion is not killing a 
human being. 
As Mary Cobb, a 17 -year-old 
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) 
20 E. Jackson Bl. (312) 427-7330 
National Organization for Women (NOW) 
53 W. Jackson Bl. (312) 922-0025 
Planned Parenthood 
Administrative Office: 
17 N. State (312) 781-9550 
Clinics-
Harris 17 N. State 
Roseland 9520 S. Halsted 
North Side 6349 N. Broadway 
Pro-life Information Hotline 
781-9565 
233-3131 
973-3393 
4626 N. Knox Av. (312) 794-8989 
Illinois Chapter, , 
National Abortion Rights Action League (NARAL) 
100 E. Ohio (312) 644-0972 
18-25 25-32 32-45 45+ 
4 3 0 0 
0 2 3 2 
0 0 
0 2 3 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 
student explained, ·Abortion de-
pends on the circumstances. In 
the cases of incest or rape I am 
pro-choice. For negligence on the 
part of the couple involved, they 
shouldn't have that opportunity to 
play with life in such a way." 
While others agreed with Cobb 
on this statement, they contra-
dicted it when answering the ques-
tion about whether a woman has 
Free 
Pregnancy 
Testing 
Immediate 
Results 
• Test results while you wait 
•All services confidential 
• Convenient appointments 
• 24 hour hotline 
Convenient Locations 
Crisis Pregnancy Center 
~-r=~=t~==i;m~7~M®t~&:i1~i 
Loop 
263-1576 
104 S. Michigan 
(at Michigan & Monroe) 
North 
436-6111 
3425 W. Peterson 
suite No. 104 
(Peterson West of Kimball) 
Take Care Of Healthcare 
Needs Before They Become 
Lifetime Problems 
*free pregnancy testing 
*private confidential abortion services 
* birth control 
* diagnosis and treatment of sexually transmitted diseases 
Ou_r Physician~, Nurse Practitioners, Councelors and Allied Health Professionals are 
tratned to provtde confidential and caring assistance. 
Dimensions 
Medical Center 
1455 Golf Rd. Suite 1 08 
Des Plains, IL. 60016 
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312-390-9300 
800-553-3939 
Sex Status 13-18 
Female Single 6 
Married 0 
Divorced 0 
Male Single 0 
Married 0 
Divorced 0 
the right to do whatever she 
pleases with her body. Kathy 
Edwards is one of the many who 
said abortion was bad, but a 
woman has every right to use her 
body as she sees fit. 
"Every woman does have the 
right to use her body as she 
wishes, even with abortion. Which 
is worse: to abort an unwanted 
child or to have unwanted children 
brought into tbis worla to suffer?" 
replied a 56-year-old lady who re-
quested her name not be used. 
The majority of people polled 
strongly leaned toward pro-choice 
beliefs. 
The controversy continues as 
states respond to the latest Su-
preme Court ruling, by looking at 
which group holds a majority and 
ruling by that. The legislators have 
kept their views to themselves. It 
is their superiors who decide on 
NURSING: 
18-25 25-32 32-45 45+ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 3 0 
0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Chart by NE graphics staff 
what they are, and this leads the 
pro-choice and pro-life acitvists 
fighting over politicians to uphold 
their sides. 
As the fight persists, pro-life and 
pro-choice activists seem to 
scramble for any media coverage 
possible which leaves everyone 
fighting . 
Because this is the biggest con-
troversy since the Vietnam War, 
the legislative options are limited 
between new state legislation or 
continuing Supreme Court legisla-
tion. Whichever the pick, the out-
come will not be apparent for 
many years to come. This case 
and others to follow will not only 
affect women of any age, but also 
the people who have any relation 
to women. 
Meaning everyone. 
SuNey compiled by Tammy Kim 
A CAREER WITH A FUTURE 
Did you know thot nursing has changed? Todoy's 
nurse is a highly educated professional working in 
areas such as critical core, oncology, emergency core, 
surgery, pediatrics, obstetrics, psychiatry and rehobi l· 
itotion to nome a few. And, that's Lust hospital nursing. 
Nurses also work in clinics, nursing homes, schools, 
government, private industry, soles, lob and research. 
Starting salaries for nurses ore excellent ... 
averaging around $25,000 annually in the Chicago 
metropolitan area. They also enjoy good benefik, 
flexible scheduling and the pride of knowing their 
work makes a difference in someone's life every day. 
If you wont a career with a future, become 
a nurse. To find out how to enter the field of nursing, 
fill out the coupon below and moil to the Health 
Careers Deportment at the Metropolitan Chicago 
Heolthcore Council, 222 South Riverside Plaza, 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 or call (312) 906-6028. 
' , .... .. 
I om interested in becoming a nurse. Please send information to: 
lin! II 
(IJY IWI 
PltOIII 
~ ------------------------------------¥~ 
Moil to: Metropolitan Chicago Heahhcare Council 
Health Careers Deportment 
'llJ. South Rive~de Plaza 
Chirogo, IL 60606 
: .......... DITORIAL Abortion: Who has the right to decide? 
ro-Life and Pro-Choice battle to the courts 
ing to pro-life and pro-
activists, it's killing of in no-
babies vs. maintaining the 
to do what you want with 
10ur own body. 
The organizations o( Planned 
renthood and the Pro-life Ac-
ion League have been fighting 
this issue for many years, but 
hout as much media attention 
uctive Health Services ruling 
e states have been given the 
to choose whether abortion 
is legal or not, the abortion centro-
has captured media allen-
spurring new commitments 
:by both sides. Adults discuss 
•the issue with fancy words that 
·most teens have a hard time un-
derstanding. Many parents still 
haven't explained it in easy terms. 
By tf,is, it might lead teens to think 
that nothing important was de-
Cided by the court in this highly 
publicized case. • 
Mhough abortion is still legal, 
many provisions (restrictions) 
have been put on the original Roe 
v. Wade ruling which will affect 
teens in the future. The provisions 
include: 1) defining life,. does it 
begin at conception? (the fertili-
zation of the egg and sperm); 
2) requiring expensive tests of via-
bility (to see if the fetus is able to 
live outside the womb of the 
mother) before an abortion; 3) 
banning the use of public funds for 
counseling where abortion might 
be encouraged; and 4) banning 
the use of public facilities or public 
employees for the performance of 
an abortion. 
Although number 1, the defining 
of the point at where life begins, 
does not effect Illinois residents 
unless the Illinois General Assem-
bly creates a new state law 
restricting abortion, it could influ-
ence the thinking of legislatures in 
other states, which would still take 
away the rights of women. 
Number 2, the requiring of 
expensive tests to determine if the 
fetus is capable of growing outside 
the mother's womb, cannot be 
required by the states for physi-
cians to conduct viability tests. 
Number 3, the banning of public 
funds which might encourage 
abortion would interfere with a 
woman's right to privately consult 
a doctor about the possibility of 
what she would want to do with her 
baby. 
Number 4, the banning of public 
facilities and hired employees for 
performing an abortion, violates 
the right of privacy, and the state 
has no power to block a paying 
patient's access to a public facility. 
Sixteen years ago on January 
22, 1973, Jane Roe, a pregnant, 
unmarried woman brought a law-
suit against Texas Criminal Legis-
lature. She claimed the law was 
an invasion of her privacy which 
was protected by the 1st, 4th, 9th, \ 
and 14 Amendments. Her argu-
ment was that the fetus was a 
person whose life was guaranteed I 
by the 14th Amendment. The 
court decided that the word "per-
son" could only be used postna-
tally (after birth), and ruled in favor 
of Jane Roe. 
The court also used a time 
frame of three trimesters (three 
12-week periods) in a pregnancy 
to provide a guideline for deter-
mining when the interests of the 
state begin to emerge. During the 
first trimester, the law allows the 
woman and her physician to de-
cide whether an abortion should 
be performed. In this time period 
the state cannot interfere because 
I 
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the health of the mother is not 
threatened. 
In the 2nd trimester, state regu-
lations become more prominent. 
The state can regulate the deci-
sion of the woman with the promo-
continued on page 13 ... 
Abortion: Looking at the history and facts 
'Key U.S. Supreme Court Rul-
ings on Abortions 
1973: Roe v. Wade. The Su-
preme Court held that the implied 
constitutional right of privacy pro-
tects a womans decision to termi-
nate a pregnancy. It allowed state 
regulation of abortion after a fetus 
has matured. 
1976: Planned Parenthood of 
Central Missouri v. Danforth. The 
court held that a husband's con-
sent was not required for a first 
trimester abortion. 
1977: Beal v. Doe and Matherv. 
Roe. The court upheld the rights of 
states to refuse to spend public 
funds for abortions for low-income 
women unless an abortion is nec-
essary to save a mother's life. 
1979: BelloNi v. Baird. The 
court held that a state may not re-
quire parental consent to a minor's 
abortion unless the young woman 
is allowed the opportunity to show 
the court that she is mature 
enough to make her own decision 
or that an abortion is in her best 
interests. 
1980: Harris v. McRae. The 
court held that the federal govern-
ment could limit Medicaid funding 
only to abortions necessary to 
save the woman's life. 
1983: City of Akron v. Akron 
Center for Reproductive Health. 
The court struck down state "in-
formed consent" provisions re-
quiring a physician to tell patients 
that the fetus 1s a human being 
from the moment of conception 
and to list p'ossible physical and 
emotional consequences of abor-
1 
tion. 
1986: Thornburgh v. American 
College of Obstetricians and Gy-
necologists. The court struck 
down a state requirement that a 
physician use the same care in 
aborting a fetus as he would in de-
livering it, as well as a method 
providing the best chance for a 
fetus to be born alive. 
1987: Hartigan v. Zbaraz. The 
court upheld an Appellate Court 
ruling striking down a state law re-
quiring some minor women to wait 
24 hours after telling their parents 
or a judge of the decision to have 
an abortion. 
*The 1973 Supreme Court deci-
sion did not "Invent" abortion.* 
- Today, abortion, one of the most 
commonly performed surgical 
procedures in America, is five 
times safer than carrying a preg-
1 
nancy to term. 
- Young, unmarried, white women 
are the likeliest to obtain abor-
tions. 
- Of the 1.6 million abortions per-
formed in the U.S. each year, 91 
percent are performed during the 
trist trimester (12 or fewer weeks' 
gestation); 9 percent are per-
formed in the second trimester (24 
or fewer weeks' gestation); and 
only about 100 are performed in 
the third trimester (more that 24 
weeks' in the womb- or gestation). 
- In 1981, the majority of women 
(65 percent) who obtained abor-
tions had not had a previous abor-
tion; 25 percent had one prior 
abortion; 7 percent had had two 
prior abortions; and 3 percent had 
had 3 or more abortions. 
- More than 77 percent of women 
who have abortions express a 
desire for children in the future. 
- Women's experience with abor-
tion increases their desire for ef-
fective contraception. 
'Different Methods' 
Two methods are used to induce 
(cause) abortions. The first, most 
common method is to open 
(widen) the cervix and remove the 
contents of the uterus (the fetus 
and the placenta). The other 
method is to induce labor, so that 
the fetus and placenta are ex-
pelled as in childbi rth. 
'Parental Notification and Judi-
cial Bypass' 
-Thirteen states have laws in ef-
fect requiring parental notification 
of consent before a teenager may 
obtain an abortion. A teen who 
feels she cannot tell her parents 
has the right to appear before a 
junge who determines if the minor 
is mature enough to make the de-
cision herself or if an abortion is in 
the best interest of the teen. This 
process is known as judicial by-
pass. 
'Abortion Funding' 
First trimester abortions per-
for'med in a clinic cost approxi-
mately $200; abortions from the 
13th to the 16th week of preg-
nancy cost $350; after the 16th 
week, the cost goes up about $1 00 
for each additional week of preg-
nancy. 
'Teenagers and abortion after 
the first trimester' 
- Teenagers obtain 45 percent of 
all abortions after the first trimes-
ter. 
- Reasons why teenagers resort 
to abortion after the first trimester: 
a) Because of ignorance and 
fear, teenagers often deny or are 
unaware of pregnancy until after 
the first trimester. 
b) They may understand so 
little about their bodies that they do 
not recognize the signs of preg-
nancy. 
c} They may become pregnant 
before they have begun to men-
struate or before their menstrual 
periods are regular. 
d) They may believe a variety of 
myths, such as "You can't get 
pregnant the first time." 
e) They may have been raped 
or sexually abused and kept that a 
secret, denying the possibility of 
pregnancy. 
f) They may have light periods 
and mistake spotting of early preg-
nancy for menstruation. 
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T • 1rr r e 
by Chris Terry 
Jonas sat on the porch of the porated town of Ellis, 
once-proud building he called his Tennessee.Jonas' father decided 
home. The sun beat down on the to live in Ellis after his wife died. 
roof of the house down the road, Jonas was only twelve at the time 
causing him to squint as he looked of the move. He didn't adjust well 
for any sign of life. Beads of sweat at first to the life in Appalachia 
covered his forehead. The old tire since he was used to living in the 
swung from the giant oak tree, its hustle and bustle of the city. Ev-
freyed rope groaning under the eryone here made fun of his ac-
strain. cent-or lack of one, rather. It was 
The screen door creaked and April21 st, and he was shivering on 
slammed in the wind. Ben Fran- the porch, rubbing his bare arms, 
klin, the family beagle, was when someone approached him. 
slumped on the floor, his tongue That someone was Billy.He intro-
hanging out of his mouth, sending duced himself to Jonas. He told 
a river of drool over the edge of the Jonas all about the town of Ellis-all 
porch. Once in a while, he'd swat the places to go, all the places to 
at a flea with his tail and raise the avoid. His dad was the local 
eyebrows of his droopy eyes. Sheriff .. Billy wondered if they 
Jonas stared at the field across could be friends, even though 
the road. He dangled his legs over Jonas was a year older. The two 
the side of the porch as he stared hit it off right away. 
at the bleached-yellow blades of "Hey,Jonas, we're almost there. 
grass. As the wind blew, they What're ya doin' back there any-
seemed to try to stand, then col- way? Day dreamin' about those 
lapse, almost gasping for water. Roman my1hs again?" Billy in-
He fe lt a pinch ing on his quired from the front of the motor 
arm."Damn mosquitoes," he cycle.His words were swallowed 
thought as he slapped the bug. He by the onslaught of wind rushing 
glanced at his watch. It was al- against his face. Realizing the fu-
most noon. tility of talking at such high speeds, 
He awoke to the sputtering of a Billy scanned the road for police 
'77 Yamaha. The cough of the and then sped up to 65. 
engine echoed across the coun- · They arrived a few minutes 
tryside. Jonas wiped the sweat off later.The metal parts of Billy's 
his brow and tried to focus on his cycle were glowing. He lay the 
watch. It was already ten after bike down under the shade of a 
three. School was out. huge willow tree. The river bank 
He lifted his heavy head off the was deserted. The water reflected 
dry wood and looked up. It was the opposite of the river, where an-
Billy. Billy Rubek was wearing a cient cliffs had eroded over the 
pair of beat-up Levis and an open centuries. All that remained were a 
dress shirt with a Metallica t-shirt few gargantuan rocks. The bank 
peeking out from underneath. Billy was covered by sand and shade. 
knocked the kickstand down with Billy ran barefoot down the gravel 
the heel of his boot, dismounted path and leaped onto the sand. 
andheadedtowardtheedgeofthe "Woo-wee! This here sand is 
porch. great. I could stand here all day. 
"Hey, bud!," yelled Billy as he C'mon, check it out. "He motioned 
approached the shade of the to Jonas, who was still struggling 
porch ,"Boy is it hot today. A damn with his jeans. "Hell, ah'm gonna 
scorcher. Same as yesterday. see if that rope swing wefound~ast 
And that damn piece a' metal summer's still here. You comin' or 
machine don't help none either. what? I'll meet ya on the other 
So ... what you been up to-OWW! side." 
Jonas, chuckling, attempted to Ten minutes later, Jonas 
respond. "Uhh, (snicker) you reached the other side of the river. 
okay? You know, you shouldn't be He climbed out of the water and 
wearing those cowboy boots if you scaled the rock he had seen Billy 
can't walk in 'em." conquer earlier. When he de-
"Hardy har har.Ain't mah fault if scended on the other side, he saw 
that rock got in mah way.This a path. He walked a few feet only 
ground is hotter'n hell. I think ah to discover the path had two 
burned mah finger." branches. Jonas decided to fol-
" Listen, Billly, I've been sleep- low the left most path. 
ing all day and I feel dryer'n that After hiking for a while, Jonas 
grass over there. How about we go realized that this couldn't be the 
over to the swimmin' hole and cool way to the rope swing. He never 
off? Man, I can't believe school's rememberedittakingthislong. He 
out in fahv days! I c'n see it now- was about to turn around when a 
Bill Rubek, Class of 1985." crack in a rock caught his eye. 
Jonas met Billy six years ago. When he went for a closer look, he 
The weather was completely dif- saw that the crack opened into the 
ferent than today.The sun hid mouth of a cave. Jonas' curiosity 
behind the darkened clouds. was peaked. He cautiously en-
There was a slight chill in the tered the cave. He was amazed to 
air.The ground was damp, and a find a full length mirror. 
thick fog enveloped the unincor- The frame of the mirror was 
m New Expression October 1989 
decorated with symbols of an 
ancient race. As he inspected the 
mirror further, he thought of his 
childhood when he used to watch 
superhero cartoons. He thought 
of what the Apache Chief used to 
say on the Superfriends show 
when he wanted to trigger his 
Indian Power. "Enuk chuk," he 
growled, and then laughed, realiz-
ing the stupidity of his actions. 
Then, he stopped laughing. The 
mirror was radiating an eerie light, 
and Jonas could hear the clashing 
of metal and screams of a battle. 
When his eyes grew accustomed 
to the light, he realized he was 
witnessing something out of the 
pages of a history book. Roman 
soldiers were fighting some un-
"You shoulda seen the look on 
yer face! Hey, I just wondered 
where ya were, so ah've been 
searchin fer ya. So what is this 
thing anyway?" 
Maybe I'll tell him it's a secret 
project I've been working on in-
stead of going to college, Jonas 
considered to himself. Nah, he 
wouldn't buy that. "Well, it's like 
this. I got lost, followed the path 
and found this cave. I just said 
some Indian gibberish and this 
thing lit up like a Christmas tree. 
Next thing I know, I'm watching 
something out of a history book." 
Jonas poked Billy in the side. 
"Boy, it sure looks real don't you 
think?" 
Billy approached the mirror. 
''Wait a second ... it's Billy. I've 
gotta go save him. 
Jonas touched the mirror and 
*POOF* he was gone." 
identified enemy. 
Just then, he felt a hand on his 
right shoulder. He jumped back 
twenty feet. What the hell is going 
on here? he thought. I don't 
wanna die. 
"Hey," a familiar voice rang out, 
"what the hell's the matter with 
you? You're actin' like you seen a 
ghost or sumpthin'. Hey, whas the 
deal with this neato T.V.?" It was 
Billy. He had gone looking for 
Jonas after waiting at the rope 
swing for a while. 
Jonas took a deep breath. "You 
scared the hell out of me. What's 
your problem, creeping up on a 
guy like that?" 
"Yep. Sure does. I wonder if it 
plugs in or something." Billy didn't 
know what to think. Was this some 
kind of gag Jonas was pulling? He 
looked really terrified when I 
touched him, though. Okay, I'll 
play along with this joke. I'll show 
him, Billy thought. "Oh, man, 
Jonas, I'm bein pulled in bah this 
thang. Whas goin on? I can't stop 
it .. ." 
"Billy! No! Fight it, we don't know 
what it is. Get away from that-" But 
it was too lr~te. Billy touched the 
mirror, expecting nothing to hap-
pen. Then, there was a flash, and 
Billy was gone. 
Oh, no. Oh, man, what am I 
gonna do? Jonas was 
He paced back and forth. 
the hell kind of mirror is this 
way?" he screamed. Then 
looked at the mirror again. Wait 
second, he thought. Is that 
huddled in the corner who I think i 
is? Couldn't be. Wait a second 
is! lt'sBilly. l'vegottagosavehim 
Jonas touched the mirror 
*POOF* he was gone. 
The next thing Jonas knew, h 
was standing in the middle of 
of the most brutal battles he'd 
seen. Soldiers fought one-on-o 
with swords, clubs, even hands. 
Jonas scrambled through 
and hails of arrows to the place 
remembered seeing Billy. 
saw Jonas and cried out. 
signaled Billy to shut up. Hem 
it safely to where Billy was 
and grabbed him. 
"What the hell do you think yo~; 
were doing? You could get us 
killed. I just hope we can get 
the same way we came." 
stood up and yelled atthetopof 
lungs, "ENUK CHUK!" 
"What do you thank yer doin? 
Those gahys are gonna git 
now. We're doomed as dO<Jml~ 
can be. Hey, wait, what's that 
over there? It kind a looks like 
same shape as the mirror." 
Jonas grabbed Billy and 
him towards the light. "It damn wah 
better be our ticket home, 
wise that's the last light we're 
gonna see." They jumped into 
light just as a Roman soldier 
swung his heavy blade at them. 
"Ouch! What happenedr Bil 
touched his back. He looked at his 
hand. It was colored crimson. "Ah 
thank that soldier cut my t;>ack. Oh, 
gawd, I'm dyin. It wuz nice knowin 
ya, Jo." 
, 
Jonas snapped. "Shut up, you 
imp. It's only a small cut. A band-
d should take care of it. You're 
cky that's all that happened. I 
m't believe you. • He wanted to 
;e that Roman sword and finish 
l Billy, but the thought soon left 
smind. . 
"We better get goin'. It's almost 
ne for mah dad to get home. 
1hat're we gonna do about this 
~re mirror?" Billy asked. 
"I don't know," Jonas replied. 
~aybe we should just let it be for 
~w. I'm still pretty shaken up. 
lhy don't we leave it here for now. 
e'll came back next week. Don't 
II anybody. This is our secret." 
"Sure thing. Jes' go on as usual 
next week. Ah certainly ain't in 
r hurry to touch this thang again. 
1ell, c'mon Jonas, we gotta get 
tck to our clothes and git home. 
II be dark soon." 
So, things went the same as 
lual for the next few days. 
ednesday and Thursday rolled 
ound. Jonas read his books all 
1y and Billy went to school. On 
·jday, after school, Billy came by 
ld woke Jonas up. 
"Hey, it's already three, ya lazy 
Jm. Get yer butt off that porch 
ld c'mere. We gotta decide what 
e're gonna do tonight." 
Jonas stumbled off the proch 
ld approached Billy's motor-
rcle. "What d'you mean? I 
ought you were grounded this 
eekend because you failed that 
ath test last week. What hap-
~ned?" 
"Well, you know mah dad." Billy 
anced nervously at the tire 
Ying . "We talked it over, and he 
:~<:ided to let me go out tonight. 
e wuz pretty cool 'bout the whole 
ang." 
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Jonas went into the house and 
got his jean jacket and left his dad 
a note: Going out with Billy, be 
back before 11, Jo. 
They got into town about six. 
Rugby wasn't a very big town, but 
it was where all the teens in the 
county hung out. There was a 
poor excuse for a mall, but mostly 
people cruised the parking lot, 
checking each other out. Anyone 
who had a date would either go to 
the movie theater or Peacock's Ice 
Cream Parlor. Billy parked out-
side of the movie theater, "Wait 
right here. I got a surprise." 
Jonas thought, what's he 
doing? Only couples go into the 
movies. He knows that. I bet he 
didn't remember my birthday. 
June 1st. Anybody could remem-
berthat. Hey, that's Billy. Who are 
those two girls with him? They 
look fine. 
"Monica, Katy, y'all remember 
Jonas? He graduated last year. 
Yeah, well, Jonas, me an Katy 
been goin/ out fer what-three 
years now? Anyway, Monica here 
wanted to go out tonight, and she 
thinks yer kind a cute, so I figgered 
we'd double. 'Nightmare on Elm 
Street's' playin, but the girls don't 
mind as long as they got us tough 
guys t' protect 'em. How 'bout it?" 
Jonas was totally confused. 
Billy never went out with Katy. She 
was one of the most popular and 
beautiful girls in the school. 
Monica was hot, but she didn't 
even know Billy. What was goin' 
on? Well, Monica was very good 
looking. Maybe he'd get to the 
bottom of this after the movie. 
In the theater, Jonas was enjoy-
ing himself. Monica was nibbling 
on his ear. Billy whispered into his 
free ear, "Happy birthday, sport. 
That mirror shore works wonders." ing the mirror. Billy just shrugged 
Jonas sat up. "What? Are you his shoulders, thought of a day 
sayin' you used the mirror? We I two years ago, and entered the 
weren't supposed to go near it until mirror. He was back in an instant, 
Monday." with a newspaper. 
Billy tried to quiet him down. "What did you do? Why do you 
"Hey, hey, don't get sore. Ah was have that paper with you?"Jonas 
careful. Remember how mah dad asked. "How's that gonna fix the 
grounded me fer failin that test? bike?" 
Well, I went back and took the test •Just watch," Billy replied, "just 
again, but this time ah knew the you watch." He went into the mirror 
answers. Mah dad gave me again, and this time came back, 
money to go out. An' Katy and with nothing in his hand. "Well, 
Monica hefe, well, I talked to Katy let's go. The bike is ready.C'mon!" 
back when she was a nobody Jonas was confused. Billy 
freshman like I wuz, and I came wouldn't say anything. He just tal-
back, and turns out we've been lowed the path back to the river 
go in out ever since. How's that fer and swam across. Jonas followed . 
cool?" They reached the other side, pant-
Jonas was pissed. "How can ing. Jonas looked completely 
you do this? You're messing with amazed.He went up to an '81 
time, man. We don't know what Stingray and sat in the passenger 
that mirror can do yet. I don't think seat. 
this is right." "What is this, Billy? Is this 
"Hey, hey, calm down. Nothin's yours? Where's the bike?" Jonas 
Jonas was pissed ... "You're 
messing with time, man. We 
don't know what that mirror 
can do yet." 
happenin' bad. I didn't screw 
nobody's life up. Actually, since 
Katy's been going out with me for 
three years, she never met those 
guys that turned her into an alco-
holic. She's dryer'n the Sahara 
Desert now. Is that so bad? 
C'mon, Jonas, it's yer birthday. 
Enjoy." 
Jonas felt better. Billy was 
right, the miror wasn't hurting 
anybody."! guess its not so 
bad.HeyBilly,"he 
whispered, ,hanks for the pres-
ent.· He leaned over and kissed 
Monica. 
The next day rolled around, and 
Jonas was just about finished 
mowing the lawn when he heard a 
horn. Jonas put the mower away, 
ran to the front , and waved. 
Let's go- oh, wait, I have to feed 
the dog.l'll be right back. • 
As Jonas fixed his dog food, 
Ben waddled into the room, wag-
ging his tail. He licked Jonas' face 
as he put the water dish down. 
"Okay boy, watch over the 
house. Remember that burglar 
last year. You woke Dad up and 
saved his life. I'll be back later." 
Jonas shut the door and 
mounted Billy's motorcycle.They 
headed toward the swimming 
hole. 
The girls met them at the hole. 
They swam for hours and ate a 
picnic lunch. At four, Katy's dad 
picked them up. Billy and Jonas 
dried themselves off and got on 
the bike. Billy kicked the starter, 
but nothing happened.He tried 
again, but to no avail. 
pulled a boom box out of the back 
seat. "Billy, this looks like some ex-
pensive shit. What did you do? An-
swer me, Billy. Now,damn it!" 
"Cool yer engine, buddy. I went 
and made kahnd of an investment. 
Mah dad won the lottery two years 
ago. I guess the motorcycle is still 
in the garage.Ah must've taken 
the Stingray instead. Pop in a tape 
and let's go." 
"Billy, I don't like this. It's all too 
neat. Anyway, you don't have a 
garage. You better start talking. • 
Jonas scowled as Billy pulled 
onto the road. Billy started, "It's 
like this .. ." 
They got back from dinner 
around nine. As the car rolled 
over the hill, Jonas expected to 
see his lonely house. His jaw 
dropped. Across the road from his 
house, where there was once an 
empty field of dead grass, now 
stood a three-story mansion,with 
a four car garage.The back yard 
contained a swimming pool and 
tennis courts. They parked the car 
in the garage and entered the 
house. 
"Hi, Dad. We're back. What's 
going on?" 
"Oh, nothing much, boys. Did y'all 
have fun today?" 
"Shore did, Dad .You do anything 
today?" Billy asked. 
Jonas interrupted the 
conversation."Err .. .. 1 better get 
going. I've got to let my dad know 
where I am. He'll get mad if I don't. 
Billy's dad cut him off. "What are 
you talkin' about, son? Are you 
feelin' okay? You live here with us. 
Hell, there ain't nothin' left of yer 
old house 'capt a few boarded up 
windows.You know that.• 
Jonas looked confused. 'What 
do you mean ? Where's my dad? 
Is he at the paper?" 
"Son, there ain't no paper- are 
youfeelinokay, are you sick? Your 
daddy died a year ago, when there 
was a break-in at the house.The 
burglar surprised him and shot yer 
dad- you know all this. Let me feel 
yer head, Jo. I think yer halluci-
natin'." 
Jonas' face suddenly illumi-
nated with knowledge. "I get it. 
You won the lottery the day of the 
fire at my dad's paper. You were 
so excited you didn't patrol that 
night. 0 1' Ben was in the bui lding 
when it caught fire, but you didn't 
save him this time. He died in that 
fire. "Tears were streaming down 
Jonas' face. He was gasping hys-
terically ."Ben ... was dead ... in the 
fire ... he couldn't warn Dad of the 
burglar ... now Dad's dead. All be-
cause of your damn lottery. You 
asshole! I'll kill you, I'll kill you .. ." 
Billy dragged Jonas out of the 
house, kicking and screaming. 
"Hey, I'm sorry. We'll fix it, I prom-
ise. Let's go." 
Billy went back to the mirror. 
Jonas stayed in the sand. He was 
too hysterical to swim the river. 
Billy went back and changed eve-
rything to the way it was originally. 
He sat there and thought for a 
while. After a half-hour passed, he 
started talking out loud. "This plan 
will definitely work. I can have 
some money, and no one will get 
hurt this time. If my dad wins the 
lottery, I can go save Jonas' dog, 
and then ... Yeah, ah reckon that'll 
work. Well, here goes .. ." 
Billy started to walk to the mir-
ror. He raised his arm in front of 
him. He was almostthere.Then he 
heard a bloodcurdling scream.He 
turned his head to see Jonas at the 
mirror with a huge tree limb. It was 
as if everyone was moving in slow 
motion. Both boys simultaneously 
yelled a "no" that seemed to last 
forever. 
Billy's hand touched the surface 
of the mirror at the precise mo-
ment that Jonas' ,club connected. 
The mirror shattered into many 
pieces. Jonas dropped his club. 
He looked all around.Where was 
Billy? Jonas shouted, "Enuk Chukl 
ENUK CHUK!" He sifted through 
the broken glass. No Billy. "Oh, 
God. He's dead!" 
Jonas collapsed onto the 
ground. He put his head in his 
hands and cried. 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: 
Chris Terry is eighteen years old 
and a recent graduate of 
St. Ignatius College Prep. This fall, 
he is attending the University of 
Wisconsin as a liberal arts 
major.Chris is considering a ca-
reer as a writer. 
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"Damn sonofabitch piece of 
crap. Ah wish we had some money 
so ah could get a good bike , or 
even a car. Wait a second ... if ah 
had some money ... yeah, that's it. 
Jonas. We're going across the 
river." 
Jonas knitted his brow. "What're 
you up to, Bill? You're not thinking 
of using that mirror, are you? We 
still don't know all it does yet." 
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Billy dove into the water. "C'mon, 
Jo, don't be a wuss. We gotta get 
back toyer house. That junk heap 
ain't gonna get us there. • 
"All right, all right, I'm coming.But 
just fix the bike. Do you under-
stand ? Goddamn it, wait up!" 
The boys crossed the river and 
followed the path to the 
cave. When they got there, Jonas 
reminded Billy why they were us-
c 
Dazzle Chicago 
with your creativity 
Win CA$H prizes 
See Ad on page 13 for details 
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New Expr<ession Is. offering a $50 aWarlf tor the wrrtnfn~rf1~ of 
art to be used for the cover of ~s "Black History" supplement. 
Please submit art to : Art Editor, New Expression, 207 S. Wabash 
Av., Chicago 60604, or bring it to 1he newspaperofftce at that 
location between 9·6 p.m .• 
Mondays through f ddays. 
Work will oo returned only if you 
send a stamped self-addressed 
envelope. Deadline 1s Jan. 1, 1990, 
but work can be sent in at any time. 
For ;more infonnat ion, 
call 663·0543. 
~chool of Airbru)h Art) 
1330 S. Villa Ave; 
Villa Park, IL 60181 
(312) 834-7333 
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Photo-Restoration 
Call or write for free 
color Brochure 
Build A Lasting Image Now 
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Modeling Classes 
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Escort 
Formal Wear 
3257 W. 111th Street 
Chicago, JL 
Complete S election of 
Tuxedos and Accesories 
Group Specials 
Gladys Bridals 
Custom Made Dresses for 
All Occasions 
238-5001 
SUCCESS. 
GET AN EDGE ON 
COLLEGE EXPENSES. 
The Army can help 
you get an edge on college 
expenses in just two years. 
When you enlist and 
qualify for a certain skill, 
you could become eligible 
for the Montgomery GI Bill 
Plus the Army College 
Ftmd. That means you could 
earn $17,000 for college 
with a two-year enlistment. 
And the Army will give 
you another edge, too. You'll 
develop the self-discipline, 
self-confidence and maturity 
you'll need to succeed in 
college. 
Find OL\t more about 
how you can get $17,000 for 
college in just two short 
years. Call your local Army 
Recruiter for more infor-
mation today. 
926-2640 
Study in 
Downtown 
Chicago 
Roosevelt University 
invites you to visit 
i ts Michigan A venue 
campus and learn 
about the Un iversity's 
programs in the 
liberal arts, business, 
education and m usic. 
And ask about the 
I f new Honors Program 
1581-0040 I . ~ --------: Roosevelt 
i ~~~~co~o~i~ l University 
1 presented at time of I 430 S M . I . I sign-up. I Ch. . IC 11gan 
1 One coupon per I Jcago, IL 60605 
I customer. I 341-3515 !!~"""'"""'"""' __ _ / 
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Donnelly Hall, 
McCormick 
Place 
Sunday, October 22 
12:00 p.m . - 5:00 p .m . 
Monday, October 23 
9 :00 a.m. · I :00 p.m . 
Questions? 
call Gregory 0 . Bolden , (312) 492-7904 
' ,(% 'liaolihH!m:liii!i,f!iioJitil@l4t!iloi.C.Ii4olll!iiiioQI@omolij¢bJ ... Ii!fi 96~ 
How to choose a college 
... continued from page 4 
to you, begin a search for more 
detailed information to help you 
narrow your choice. 
A. Write to the admissions office 
of the specific schools and ask for 
a catalog and an admission appli· 
cation. 
B. Visit the campuses. Talk to 
the students and faculty mem· 
bers. Arrange for an interview if it is 
required for admission. 
C. Allow counselors, teachers, 
family and friends to help you sort 
your thoughts and concerns, and 
to answer your questions. 
IV. Once you have narrowed 
your choices of schools, take one 
step further and apply to them. 
Listed below are the responsibili-
ties involved in the admission 
process, adapted from "Diversity 
and Due Process in Admissions." 
A. Be aware of and follow ad· 
mission, financial aid, and schol· 
arship practices. Take into serious 
consideration their deadlines, re· 
strictions and fees. 
B. Submit all required materials 
completely, accurately, and within 
the specified deadlines. 
C. Confirm your intention to 
enroll at only one school. 
D. Inform institutions to which 
you have applied or never had 
been accepted of any unusual cir· 
cumstances regarding your appli· 
cation and potential enrollment. r--------------------, E. Once you have made your 
~ __ L' 1 decision, notify all other schools 
D~ 4 BOOK STORE I thatacceptedyouof yourdecision 
4520 NORTH BROADWAY not to enroll in their institution. 
CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60640 I For information about a college 
Area Code 312- 784-7963 • I guidebook published by the Col· 
I lege Board, orfor a copy of Gulde-
1 lines on Fair Admissions Prac-
l t ices, write to the College Board, 
I Public Affairs Office, 45 Columbus Ave., New York, NY 1 0023·6992. II College Bound: The Student's 
I Handbook fo r Getting Ready, 
HOW TO PREPARE SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST '86 
Moving In, and Succeeding on 
Campus is available in book· 
stores or may be ordered by mail 
by sending a request with a check 
made payable to the College 
Board for $9.95 to: College Board 
Publication, Box 886, New York, 
NY 101 01·0886. 
Beck's Book Stores also located at 
828 N. State Street 
944-7685 
5500 N. St. Louis Av. 
Northeastern IL UNIV 
588-2770 
11 25 W. Loyola Ave. 
Loyola University 
743·2281 
Please tell us your 
suggestion for our 
'Teacher in the Spotlight" 
CaJI 663-0543 or wrile: 
New Expression 
207 S.Wabash Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60604 
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COSMOPOLITAN PREPARATORY SCHOOL 
THOROUGH PREPARATION FOR COLLEGE & CAREERS 
ACT/SAT Review courses available 
Brush up courses available 
e Mathmat ics 
e English 
e Social Studies 
e Sciences 1987-19991 
Summer Classes Now forming Day 
& Evening --Call IMMEDIATELY 220 s. sT~T1~SF~~~~v couRT> 
INNOVATIVE PROGRAM~ INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCT10~ FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE 
Free Textbook With Enrollment And This Ad 
rtion: Who's right? 
ontinued from page 9 
of the health of the fetus. 
In the 3rd trimester, the fetus is 
rotected by the state, except in 
threatening the mother's 
Although these provisions are 
till being upheld, the pro-life activ-
a~gue that life begins at con-
ion, and this is the central core 
the argument. 
Pro-life activists argue that in-
unborn babies are being 
illed, while the pro-choice activ-
rebel, saying that a woman 
,as the right to control her repro-
luctive life. Most pro-lifers, but not 
also are the ones who do not 
15-19 had 395,000 abortions in 
1983, one quarter of the abortions 
in the U.S. Teens aged 14 or 
younger obtained 15,700 abor-
tions in 1983, one percent of the 
abortions in the U.S. This totals 
39% of all abortions which are 
performed. Although these statis-
tics are from 1983, they are about 
the same now with minor ups and 
downs of the numbers of abor-
tions. 
Most pro-life activists also ex-
pect someone who has gotten 
raped or has been a victim of in-
cest, to carry the resulting preg-
nancy to term. The argument here 
is that no one wants a child that 
would be the product of rape or 
incest. They claim counseling 
could help these women through 
this kind of pregnancy and then 
they could give the child up for 
adoption. Would anyone want the 
baby of a rape or incest victim 
when they realized who the par-
ents are? 
Another argument frequently 
stated by pro-choice activists is 
that if abortion is made illegal, 
millions of abortions will be per-
formed illegally in unsafe, life-
threatening conditions. 
Pro-choicers believe that these 
conditions represent even more of 
a crime than to bring unwanted 
children into this world. And if the 
law can compel a woman to carry 
a pregnancy to term, then when 
will the government stop invading 
the privacy which violates the tra-
ditional American dream of indi-
vidual rights and freedom? 
PREGNANT? 
TESLA 
Alternative High 
School 
... will be open for fall 
enrollment. 
For more information 
please call: 
SQyfu 
6657 S. Kimbark 
947-5080 
nt the teaching of sex educa-
.on in schools because they claim 
it is the parents' job to do that. 
not wanting sex education in 
pro-lifer advocate not in-
ming teens of what happens 
their body, and also the con-
;equences of their actions. 
ENROLL NOW 
Well, it might be a parent's job to 
xplatn to their children about sex, 
how many parents actually 
It is a hard job to sit your 
child down and tell them 
the feelings one gets when he/ 
~he grows close to a particular 
But these same parents 
also the ones who want the 
ion taught in schools be-
they don't want their child 
pregnant or getting some-
else pregnant. 
IN COSMETOLOGY, AUTO MECHANIC, AliTO BODY /FENDER 
REPAIR AND OFFICE INFORMATION PROCESSING 
• Financial aid 
•Child Care 
• Low tuition 
Available: 
•Placement after licensure by the state 
•Free Parking 
_ •Private tutoring 
• Student activities (swimming, tennis, nautilus, etc.) 
Teens are the ones who are 
~o:>Hior<lort the most. Some of the 
k::.r·hn,nlc: do not supply sufficient 
n in their sex education 
Jr;las:ses, if they have such classes 
Where: 1200 W. Sunnyside 
When: Now • EARN A CAREER IN A YEAR OR LESS IN AN ACADEMIC SETTING. 
Call: 989-3954 or 989-3960 • EXCELLENT FACULTY /HANDS ON APPLICATION. 
So teens get themselves 
into situations which have the po-
tential to totally destroy their fu-
tures. 
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES 
FULL-TIME OR PART-TIME 
• IN COSMETOLOCY-TEACHERS TRAINING AVAILABLE. 
Statistics show that teens aged 
The Moment as Revela- The Child as Teacher. 
selected by the panel will be 
awarded $25 cash prizes and will be 
seen and appreciated by over 
100,000 teens in the January issue of 
New Expression. 
:::;~ 
r---- tion. An entry for this category would use images to capture a moment that suddenly makes you see 
things in a different way. 
See Wordsworth's "A 
Night-Piece" and "There 
Was a Boy." 
An entry for this category 
would use images to 
illustrate a child's under-
standing of the world. See 
Wordsworth's "Anecdote for 
Nature's Beauty and 
Wisdom. An entry in this 
category would use images 
of the natural world - a 
tree, an animal, the lake, 
the sky, etc. - to teach or 
to inspire. See 
Wordsworth's "The Table 
Turned," "I Wandered 
Lonely as a Cloud," "To My 
Sister." 
Note to 
Fathers," "We are Seven," 
and "My Heart Leaps Up 
When I Behold." 
Poetry should be no more than 20 
lines in length and may use any 
poetic structure. Photographs 
should be 8"x10" glossy prints 
(negatives may be requested for 
selected entries; enclose a self-
addressed stamped envelope if you 
want the print returned) . Please 
indicate the judging category for 
I 
,,,., entrants: ~ 
each piece submitted. J~ 
'''''"'""'''~''$''''''''~U<<%:::o~;;:,:,;::?,if:':':;.?,,,,,,,,;,:;::::::::::::,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:>:-,,~,.,,,,:~w.hlw:~':;J! 
All entries 
must be received 
by December 1, 1989. 
Send to: CONTEST, 
Youth Communication, 
207 S. Wabash, Chicago, 60604. 
Don't be put off by a first reading of Wordsworth. Some ofhjs language is difficult for us be-
cause it reflects an older time, -and several of the words used are not even in use anymore. 
Try reading each poem aloud a few times without worrying about the meaning of every 
word. Just sink into it as if it were a wann tub or a soft flannel shirt. Look up the words 
you don't know, and then listen to yourself read it again. 
Wordsworth defined poetry as "the spontaneous overflow of powerful emotions." Reach past 
the unfamiliar, seemingly dusty, language (which actually was quite fresh and even revolu-
tionary for its time). Touch the aliveness behind it. 
Then, tap into your own personal aliveness, and create your images from there. 
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Suicide 
... continued from page 3 
second try and succeed within two 
years " 
"Four out of f1ve persons who do 
kill themselves have attempted to 
do so at least one time prev1ously. 
After an abortive try, many re-
solve: 'I will do a better job next 
t1me.' And they mean it," he added. 
The majonty of those who at-
tempt suicide do not truly want to I 
die. "Most of the teens reach out to 
me for help because they want to 
be stopped," said Wuest. 
"Suicide is a tendency. The fear 
of killing one's self is so high that 
he or she needs to be stopped, 
and so they go to the person that 
they feel will be the only one who 
can stop them," he added. 
He continued, "Sometimes that 
person is a parent, but sometimes 
the parents don't listen. They're 
not understanding what their child 
24 hour suicide hotlines 
Chicago Department of Human Serv-
ices Emergency SerVIces Oiv. 
# 744-5829 
Connection (of Lake County Illinois) 
# 367·1080 
Contact Chicago # 644-4357 
Crisis Intervention and Referral Serv-
ice (Evanston Hospital) 
# 492-6500 
Crisis Line of Will County Illinois 
# (815) 722-3344 
OuPage County Health Department 
Cnsis Line # 462-1700 
Metro Help # 929-5150 
National Adolescence Hotline 
# 1-800-621-4000 
Northwestern Memorial Hospital In-
formation & Referral Line 
# 908-8100 
Project Ezra # 1-800-248-1818 
Ravenswood Hospital # 769-6200 
Talk Une # 288-6400 
is saying. An outsider can play the 
role a little bit better." 
The suic1de attempt represents 
a challenge for the adult who can, 
hopefully, help an adolescent re-
work a destructive way of life. 
Time magazine (July 17, 1989) 
had a story on the number of 
people that died in a week in the 
U.S. From May 1st to May 7th, 
464 people died. " ... The most 
common single cause of death 
was suicide. People in the grip of 
despondency or disease who 
turned their weapons on them-
selves accounted for 216 deaths, 
nearly half the total..." Out of the 
216 people who died, 22 were 
young people between the ages 
of 15 and 20, with an exception of 
one 14-year-old-girl. The known 
reasons were either unemploy-
ment, boyfriend or girlfriend prob-
lems, or, in one case, depression 
because of friends' recent sui-
TL IN E 
HEY KIDS! When homework gets you down, who do you call? 
H~MEWORK HOTLINE! We understand homework problems, and 
w_e II help you understand how to get the right answers. Need help? 
P1ck up the phone, and give us a call! 
HOMEWORK HOTLINE 
321-3100 S pm-8 pm 
Monday-Thursday 
~~~----------------
$20.00 OFF 
ANY GOLD 
RING 
WITH THIS 
COUPON 
Valid till11 /4/89 
cides. 
"Psychologists contend that 
suic1de must be discussed more 
openly, and be viewed without 
shame so that potential victims will 
seek treatment," concluded Time 
writers. 
High school students inter-
viewed by New Expression, 
were asked what they think should 
be done to prevent teenage sui-
cides. "People should get off their 
backs and try to help them instead 
of change them or control them. 
Parents should listen to them," 
Tina Gonzalez, a senior at Schurz 
High, responded. 
"Adults should talk to teens and 
make them feel wanted and 
loved," said 16-year-old Damary 
Gomez, who attends Taft High 
School. 
"More understanding adults," 
was the suggestion of Makeda 
Joseph, a senior at Providence St. 
Mel. 
JennaJones, a student at Curie, 
said, "Better home environment 
and more support from adult fig-
ures." 
Debbie Flapan, 17, said: 
"Affordable counselors (outside of 
school) should be more available 
and teachers should be trained to 
spot suicidal behavior in their stu-
dents." 
Reshon Little, from Simeon 
High, believes that suicide hot-
lines and counseling can prevent 
teenage suicides in the future. 
One successful example of tak-
ing suicide attempts seriously, 
and also offering love and support, 
was given by Veronica Mitchell, a 
group worker at Crown Commu-
nity Center. "Last year I had a girl 
who attempted suicide repeat-
edly, and we noticed that she 
would take the pills and then come 
to school. 
"It .got to the point where the 
school counselor wou ld call the 
mother and ask her to come down 
and she would just say: 'Well, 
send her to Jackson Park Hospi-
tal.' She wouldn't meet her 
daughter there or anything. 
"So, what I did was get a group 
of girls together who were in a teen 
sexuality program," she contin-
ued, "and they began supporting 
their friend . 
" We decided how they were 
going to watch her for any change 
of behavior. I also gave her my 
phone number. She called me 
one evening when she felt suici-
dal. I asked her what feelings she 
had," said Mitchell. 
DOWNTOWN LOCATION 
162 NORTH STATE STREET, ROOM 1018 
Across from the "Chicago Theater" 
(State Street & Randolph Street~ 
" She felt that she couldn't con-
trol her body because of nervous-
ness and anxiety. So, I taught her 
how to do some breathing exer-
cises to calm her down. 
"Once she was able to see that 
she could control her nervous 
system, she could get busy doing 
other things around the house, 
keeping her mind off of any anxi-
ety," said Mitchell. 
·Eventually, she learned to deal 
with her problems on her own. If 
she felt scared or anxious she 
would talk to the other girls (she 
only called me that one time). If 
they had to come over for the night 
or day or whatever, then they 
would. They supported her con-
tinually, and she hasn't made any 
attempts this year." 
Weiss strongly believes that 
" ... adults who have gone through 
teen transitions can help teens 
survive in today's society." She 
also suggested that "parents 
should be more aware of the 
teens' behavior. Communication 
between parents and teens has to 
happen, and parents need to 
make time even when they're 
tired, to sit down and talk to that 
child." 
" ... The youths also have a re-
sponsibility to understand the 
adults" set of values. But both 
adolescent and parent need not 
agree on all issues in order to 
communicate with each other. 
They can demonstrate in word and 
touch that even though-there are 
differences, there is stil l love." 
Mitchell, a group worker agrees, 
stating that," . .. teens respond real 
well to love." She also believes 
that, "When you're able to get 
them to understand that you really 
care about them no matter how 
much trouble they've been in, no 
matter what their darkest secrets 
are, they're more willing to reveal 
themselves. 
"Because there's a trust factor 
that develops, and it makes them 
want to be better. Rather than 
forcing them to change by threats; 
you encourage them to want to be 
better by helping them discover 
the better side of themselves," she 
said. 
In Thornton Wilder's book, The 
Bridge of San Luis Rey, one cer-
tain truth was stated: "There is a 
land of the living and a land of the 
dead and the bridge is love - the 
only survival, the only meaning. 
For it is the death of love that 
evokes the love of death." 
II 
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H! Ill>\ Tn Sa) \o To Tobw> 
It I Ill>) To Sa) 'o To ltantuana 
I H II h1 Tn Sal \o To (:OC..nt & Cr.IC~ 
l·tl Ill>) To Sa) \o To rc;p 
1<6 Ill>) To Sa) \o To Alcohol 
FOR PARENTS/GUARDIANS 
110 lin~ l'are111> c;..n liclp (;holdren In School 
I> I Thm linml"'ml. Into Tiw 1\l~\·r liour 
I)! C.ill Tht• TI'2Cher Qu!"ollnn; Tn A>~ 
Ill Qu.lill) Da) (.are Qur<;tKln; ToA.I~ 
Il l l'rcnal:tl Can· G01111R l11ur C.hlid b'cry Challt:l' 
Ill h ll>crr A Chcmocal l'mhlcm In Our linu'><'' 
I It 1111ao To llnlf lour Quid li~1 I Drug Problem 
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE 
\lore Abou< Dru~s & Alcohol 
I(~) IIJnjU.UlJ Thr lhRh That i.a.1L1 
Lt>nRcr Thwlou Thon~ 
lb I hom Ahout Cocanl<' 
16! f2Ct.1 -\bout Cr.rl 
161 ~pet'll Stoll Nih 
lt.l PCP It Rt•alh h TIHT Had' 
lb> L'il & Other li:tlluc>~l 
ICJ6 \arrotK'\ & Opo2ll.,. 
J(l" (,<M>d Rt'.O.II>III Tu Quu Sm11~111R 
16!! ~>RUt' lie!. l'lpe> & Snuff It 1 Allll>c Same 
J(>'l llt·ll~ll<'r llru~ ~rcn 1 f~,hKlllahle 
1"0 ~211C\ Drug> & \lmhol & lour Bah) 
1"1 llnn~mg & llnnnR llt;illUI Cnmhmat•>n 
J"! Almhoh1m 1\l>llil it' 
1"1 #Joohul & li!':tllh 
l)ccisions Thai AfT l-ei Our tiles 
I"" lnahol• ~remod1 'Jld Tt'COJS!rr.. 
I"X _IAIIIIIR llroj!lll ~n;>hh 
I"Q lk.lilh1 Sl.on 
l&l \utntK>n For ~lhiftl':> 
1~1 fJUil~ illll><dtr 'Jl<>re\la \I'I'Uia 
IX! f.:1110~ lltlordt•r lluilmoa 
IX I ~u.r•dt· faru S. llyth> 
IH 1 Tt"tnagt ~wodf 
IX> I'Jrenb T<W> ""'" Tt't'n.ij:t Pn~lllCI 
IN• \tn"1 II hat b II . 
IX" Rt•lrutM>ll Tt;_-hno41ll"> 
IAA lleprt'\1Klll In C)toldren 1\ ~doit'l(fnt> 
liN lin~ luu 1..111 Gtt lddollnn.llllt-lp In ll>t· ChKJ).'<l lrra 
·\IDS. It's Time To l.isrcn & l..earn 
141 llhJtl' \llk>•oll4U111-d lmmunt lldkllllC\ \lndmmt·) 
N1 llh., I, \R('· ( I.Jik> RtiJil-d <;•mpk\ 1 
JQ~ llnv. C'lllUltJUlb I\ o\J(l\1 
1% 'Jn I ~tlhllh RJ;~ for \Ilk> 
14" \Ill~ \nl~\ 1\ for r...,n, 
lonrw/ rate jorraU to vr •• Cb•ra[l<> rJfJPII<'> 
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l'rmted t l ' \ 
Learn 
about 
school 
refonn 
in the 
Five important new messages have 
been added to the Listen & Learn 
Program. Each e:~:plains a different aspect 
of Chicago school reform, and how you 
can get involved. You'll find them listed at 
the top of each column. 
Listen & Learn offers confidential, 
pre· recorded information for adults 
and kids on topics from AJDS to gangs to 
\\Titing a re. ume. CaUl'! hours a day. 
~o need to give your name. Simply dial, 
lfsten, and leam. 
Lbten & Learn is sponsored b) The 
Allstate FoundatioP in conjunction with 
the Chicago Puolic Schools. 
T il E .\ LLST.\ TE 
FOL':'\D.\T IO.:\ 
B. Lee/L. Howland-HeckmaniB. Lee/C. Bock 
312·890·1133 
LISTEN & LEARN 
/Wrk IJt.m11T las 24 boNs Ml diiJ ~ un kJifono 7bw:b-7lmt 
.'i<l/lmtnl~ tlzJil ~  ~ usW Msn ()Jr 1 rrgutrr ~ 
numm>C~UJndola~kt~ 
REFORMA ESCOLAR DE CHICAGO 
401 1:1 Podfr De Padrt> \UI'I>..~ Responsaboildado~ 
Para l.to; l':ldrt> I 1.2 Comunidad 
4()! lnlnrm:ooon Electi''O 
40~ Respon;abdltbdes Y fUIIO<llle' 
De l.tK Conabos E>c\Jiatr'o i.lnles De Que~> 
41}1 ~ De Rtfnmu Elcnlar 
•01 l.o Que Puedo li;nr So \11 Sell Padre 
EDUCACION - llAVE DEL 
FUTURO DE CHICAGO 
!011 1P:uuope' Ptnent·r.a \l \tmon llt lolunlrn<ll 
Oc Su f..;rueb Pub!Jo Lt>eal 
lOl l.ont2 Oortcu Para Tam> I A)uda En I.a.\ Tam; 
lO~ Opdones De Apmtdulte 
Altcmall\a.> ~ l.o1 ~a; F..lrolarc!> 
l<H lhtncula.; f.n Lt" Ciry College> 
SOLO PARA ESTUDIANTES 
Prcparese Ito} r Coll~tru)a l n Mailana 
!()') So1 l n Tnunfadi1r 
210 Ser l n ltodelo Oogno De I mow 
21 1 Coopt·noon MJ Rcl2di>n De Coper.ooOn C.on Los Demas 
212 Opoone. Ser Cttall\'0 f.n l..a Toma De lleoSJOne 
213 Fon.okte Th Imagen Proon:tll Th Conllw.a f.n Tl llosmo 
211 IJ<Ifrugo Todos l'lldemo$1lesarroltmo 
ll> Tnunfar P2l:obras S:lboas 
216 i'trtl'necer Aprender A fonnar Pant De 1.2 C.omurudad 
! I' ldfnuf>C2C10n De t.a; TcnsK>nt'l I Como Tnwla.' 
218 Como~" lnstrucoone. 
l19 Cu:ondo faltas A 1.2 Escuel.1, F.l Que Pler~ f.re. Th 
llO ~a Para )6venes Aslronautas ,De Qut' S. Tnu> 
El Camino Mas Seguro 
lH Pandilla.; ,~oen l.as \l'CC!olla' 
226 COmo Esw~ro En 1.2 l'.sruela 
227 C6mo Senur.;e Seguro En Cas• 
228 ConsejOS Para Adolesccntes Sobrt' 
Como llare1ar Sin Pe~&ro 
Prcparaci6n Basica Para Asumir Control De Su Futuro 
!31 \cresodad Is Asponoones 
232 foj:use Metas Y Alcanzar(j; 
233 Ento~ Estis Usto i'an TrabaJar 
lnstrucoones Para Segu1r Paso A Paso 
2.H Como Componar.;e En Una Entrev!Su 
2jS Como Escribor Un "Resutnf" (Hot• 0t Vida) 
l.\6 1.2 fonna De l'esur.;e lletennona Th tx.ro 
Drogas Y Alcohol 
240 Atrevcte A Aletar A Otro1 )o•enes Dew 0~ 
2•1 Todo Acen:a lle Los Clube!o "Somplemente 0> ~o A l.as 1)~ .. 
l42 Por Qu~ Debe Oeor..e No AI T:lb:oco 
lij Por Que Debe Oeorse t.o A 1.2 ltari juana 
2·H Por Q~ Debe Oeorse \o A 1.2 Coc2>na I AI Coo 
2·tS Por Que Debe Oeorst \o AI rt;P 
246 Por Que Debe Oeorse \o AI Alcohol 
PARA PADRES 0 TUTORES 
250 COmo Pucden Los P:tdres Ayudar A Los lh)Os Con Sus Tareas 
lSI ConY>erta 1.2 Tarea l:.n 1.2 lion Del Podcr 
252 U2t11e AI Maesu'O Pll'guntas Que Debe Hactr 
lS3 Cent~ De Cuidado inlwul 0>2Il0 Pll'guntas Que liactr 
2S1 Cuodado Prenatal De A !>u Moo Toda l..a Oponunodad De I'Mr 
1SS ,ExiSte En ~uewo lfogar El Problema De Ad>coOn A Subsl2/lClas 
QuomiC2S Peilgrosas' 
256 Que liacer So Su llo)O Toene l n Problema De D~ 
ALGO PARA TODOS 
Mas Accrca De Las Drogas Y fJ Alcohol 
160 llantuana Los Efecros Duran Mas. De 1.o Que Se Crt't 
261 La lerdad Sobre 1.2 Coc2>na 
26l La Verdad Sobre El "Cr.rl" 
263 EI"Speed" (Oroga Eswnulanw) T2t11bien llau 
21>1 El ·rc;p Es IIU) Priwoso 
16S El "!.SO' I Otr.os Susl21lClas AltJClll08Cil2S 
2CJ6 El Opoo Y Oum \ atrolJCOI 
16, R:ozone Para Detar De fumar 
168 C•gamlio1. Popas.l Tahacn llasucado Todo Es IJ• lh;mn 
llfi t.a; Orogas Smwucas \o Cnnducen A 1.2 Popular>dad 
l'O Embarazo. l.as Droga.; E1 Alcohol\ Su.Hebe 
2"1 Tomu I Conduetr l n lthorulo lna Combon200n llon.al 
l' l ,f.n Que Con;ISte EIIJo>hohsmo> 
n 1:1 Alcohol\ 1.2 alud 
Dccisioncs Que Afcctan Nuestra \ 'ida 
l"" bteru>~ .~al>olxm I los Adole;ceme> 
!"~ Perdfr Peso Rv.onablemente 
!"9 PM>I S:tludable 
280 \umoon Para Aile~ 
lHI Ot-.Onlere. En u Ahfnt>nl2Cl<m -lnorexoa \er\10'2 
28! lleiOnlenes l:.n 1.2 ~ntaOOn Suhmoa 
28.1 Rtahdades I 111105 Del Su10dxl 
28-1 El Su10tb0 En Los Adolescentes 
28S P..odre:. Dcma;oado jovent'> Embaraw En Adolto.cente!o 
lbO Ten>•>n ,De Que~ Tnu> 
28" i00UC21 Para Relat2t111C!llll 
l88 1.2 Depres>On En \ olio> Y ~dolescentes 
l8<l llnndr ~ncontnr 11., ~lllda. En El -\m Ill· ChiO!!I> 
E1 SIDA: F..s If ora De F.scuchar Y Aprender 
!<II ,Que E.1 El 510A' 1 Stndrnmr De lnmunt> llt·foorncu <ldquond.i 1 
!'14 ,Que Es El \1!0 (ComplejO Relaoonado Con 
EJ Sindrome fnmuoo DefiCIC!lCU <\dqumda 1 
l9S ~Grado De Conup> Prtsenu El Sll)A> 
!% ,Tengo lo l n ~to lbesgo De Comner El SlilA' 
.!9" El SIOA Respuesu; Para Adolesremes 
.I<> ll{J/ICIJ /D tanfo IIQmiiJ/ 1M IJamada ., CJ11cago 
I 
Inside Track 
... continued from page 2 
dents. 
N.E.: Do you think there will be 
more emphasis on cultural ethnic 
education because the parents 
will now have more of a say in the 
curriculum? 
l.M.: I think so. Say, for instance, 
you have a group of African-
American students. You need to 
be able to understand your roots. 
You need to be able to understand 
your culture and you need to un-
derstand how that has affected 
your life and your expectations. 
That's part of learning and you 
should have that in your school. 
An example: We talk about 
things we all should know 
about...the Civil War. We get the 
perspctives of the white author 
who wrote about it. What happens 
when a black author writes about 
it? I can tell you that if you got an 
Hispanic to tell you about the 
Spa:-~ish American War, it would 
be very different than if you see it 
from the other side. 
It's very important that the stu-
dents get to see both perspec-
tives. Maybe it'll change the fact 
that children who speak English 
don't have access to other lan-
guages. And students who speak 
other languages are told they have 
to learn English, forget their own 
language, and then when they're 
older, they have to take a foreign 
language. 
N.E.: How would you answer the 
charges that school reform in Chi-
cago took so long because it was 
perceived to be a minority issue. A 
large percentage of students in the 
system are minorities and are 
economically disadvantaged. 
Those who can go elsewhere go 
there. 
, L.M.: In many ways that's true. 
What happened was that Blacks, 
Hispanics, other minorities and 
the poor, were really not ackrrowl-
edged. The schools were meant 
for those who could succeed, 
which is usually the middle class, 
regardless of race. For our city, 
that meant that the white kids and 
the middle class Blacks had pretty 
good schools, while the poor 
Blacks, most Hispanics because 
they're immigrants, or the other 
immigrants from the 94 different 
countries represented in our city, 
are the ones who suffered most. 
The issue isn't necessarily a 
racial issue, a minority versus 
white one, but rather a socio-eco-
nomic issue. Before there was a 
good number of people at the top, 
those who had ediucation and 
were prepared for a job. So we 
could forget the people at the bot-
tom. The middle class generation 
had a population decrease be-
cause they were too busy being 
successful. But the poorer popula-
tion kept having kids. Now there 
are more jobs than there are 
people able to take the jobs. 
So the business people said, 
"Oh, we really messed up, and we 
have to worry about that whole 
other group or we won't have 
workers." So now they have to 
draw their employees, and will 10 
years frt>m now, from the group 
that has been poorly taught. No 
businessman in this city denies 
that he [s getting involved in school 
reform because of self interest. 
N.E.: What if school reform 
doesn't work? 
L.M.: People will look for other 
ways. Before this program was 
devised, representatives in the Illi-
nois legislature wanted autono-
mous school districts. In Chicago 
we have 299 different districts, 
and the representatives wanted to 
take those 299 and break each 
one into 20 different districts. They 
called it an experiment in grass· 
roots democracy. The only prob-
lem is that there are some areas 
with more resources than others 
and there was no way of combin-
ing equity. 
If our school reform doesn't 
work, the State Board of Educa-
tion will come in and put their plan 
to work. 
Our public school system has to 
be improved. The only way to do it 
is through change. Unfortunately, 
people have to change, and every-
body hates to change. When it 
comes to our school system 
though, hopefully everybody will. 
··- ..... ......... .......... ................................... ~ .......... ~ .......... -. .. -.-... ~.""-.-............ , 
Students, parents no slouches in el'ection of 
Local School Councils 
Voting figures in Chicago's first Local School 
Councils elections showed that high school 
students, who selected one of their own to serve in 
an advisory capacity on the councils, cast more 
votes than their parents. 
But parents weren't slouches either as 30% of 
them voted in the elementary school elections and 
almost that many in the high school elections 
Totals available at New Expression deadline, 
showed that 65,895 of the votes cast in the Oct. 12 
Student representative elected to the Lo-
cal School Councils included: 
Calandra Lamb, Cregier; Mercedes Burgos, Jones Met-
ropolitan; John Johnson, Graham Training Center; 
George Hamilton, Amundsen; Shawn Walker, Westing" 
house; Sheila Sheppard, Foreman; Marlon Billups, 
Crane; Kenny Holman, Northside Center; Martha Ingram, 
Manley; Sharlemagne Lewis, DuSable; Rena Gordon, 
Spalding; Shirley Simpson, Marshall Metro; Cherise 
Harris, Gage Park; Maria Medina, Richards; Danielle 
Davis, Kennedy; Crystal Larkin, Harlan; Magdalena 
Ramirez, Roosevelt; and Catherine Brownstone, Sulli-
van. 
Others are: Kevin Dorsey, Hubbard; Arturo Gonzalez, 
Bogan; Gabrielle Meeks, Lindb':>m; Billie Jo Williams, 
Carver Area; George Jackson, Las Casas; Rozette Willis, 
elections were by students, 20,963 by community 
residents, 13,767 by parents, and 9,415 by school 
staff members. 
Rounding off the figures, some 350,000 voters 
chose about 5,400 candidates from among 17,000 
when Chicago's elections, mandated by the state 
legislature in the Chicago School Reform Act, were 
officially over. There may be some contending the 
election results in the following weeks, but the basic 
results will remain firm. 
Near North; Doneaddy Lott, Hirsch Metro; Mary Ann Car-
lisle, Tilden; Chris Wendland, Lincoln Park; Anna Eliopou-
los, Washington; Renee Lance, Englewood; Derrick 
Stokes, Corliss; Lamont Holifield, Prosser; April Knox, 
Austin Commercial Academy; Lucrista Ewing, Harper; 
Jesus Vazquez, Kelvyn Park; and Am ani Daniels, South 
Shore. 
More are: Consuela Martinez, Lakeview; Elaine Bell, 
Lane Tech ; Lanetta Brown, Phil lips; Patrick Quinn, Taft; 
Edwin Otero, Wells Commercial Academy; Latoris Jor-
dan, Senn Metro; Lamell McMorris, Young Magnet; Dar-
ius Goshay, Chicago Vocational ; Lorene Price, Dunbar; 
Nancy Flores, Kelly; Destry M. Wilborn, Julian; Melanie 
Smith, Hyde Park Career Academy; and Hoyland Ricks, 
Kenwood. 
r Resul ts as of New Expression deadline on Oct. 13.) 
"'s ... HUNIONGOUS BANK 
Student Loan Application 
Name (rt any) M1ddle Last 
Aliases 
Last 34 addresses 
Sex: 0 Male 0 Female 0 Not Sure 
Are you an 1llegal al1en? 0 Ja 0 S1 0 OUI 0 Da 
Annual Income $ (If over $3.000. where d1d you gel the nerve to beg us for a loan?) 
AstrologiCal sign (Stop here ij Y.OU're a Leo or Taurus) 
Grandmother's mruden name Her World War II service record? 
Last book you read 0 The Joy of Saxaphone 0 Mad 0 Manhattan telephone d~rectory 
Your favorite number from 17 to 39 _ 
(this will be !he interest on your loan. rt you're lucky enough to get one from us) 
Are you now on the FBI's 'Ten Most Wanted" list? 0 Yes 0 No 
tn 7,000 words or more, discuss the International Monetary Fund and its ramifications related to the 
Chicago Wh~e Sox infield and Victorian manners-----,..,, .... , .,_=-=-..,c;c . .,-,._--,-,..-------
H you miss a payment on your loan. what is your preferred method of torture? 
0 The Rack 0 Iron Malden 0 A night with Lawrence Welk 
Do you like to fill out forms? (We have more when you complete this one) 0 Yes 0 Goodbye 
Do you secretly like your father's Oldsmobile? 0 Yes 0 Maybe a little 
Do you sleep 10 0 Pajamas? 0 Underwear? 0 Nude? 
State your college major (MUS1 be one of these to qualify for a student loan) 
0 Swrne diseases 0 Harpsichord tuning 0 H1story of chewing gum 
Do you still believe 1n 0 Santa Claus? 0 Easter Bunny? 0 Professional wrestling? 
Are you wrlling to be polygrap_hed, scrutJnozed, notariZed, and steroid tested to obtain a loan from us? 
o Absolutely 0 Positively 0 You betcha 0 Of course 0 Certainly D Sure 0 No problem 
11 all of the above is the truth. !he whole truth and nolhln_g but the truth, sign here in the presence of t 2 witnesses 
(preferably Supreme Courl Jusbces and Nobel Pnze w1nners) 
SIQilature Date 
Getting money for college shouldn't 
be a major league hassle. 
At TCF, it isn't. Because we were 
lender code, 821728, on your financial 
aid form. Let TCF's Education Financ-
ing Center help you or your parents 
choose the right plan. Phone (612) 
370-7168, MN 1-800-247-1092, IL l-800-students, too. 
· We make the process painless. No 
255-4943, us we ..... too. 
1-800-533-1723. 11'1 OIUUUIIN, 
To Advertise in II 
complicated applications. No credit 
checks or co-signers. Just put TCF's 
NEW EXPRESSION 
Please Call 
663-0545 
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Chicago Tribune Charities presents 
" 
Ruth P~c, 
I )I recto r 
Larry Long, 
.\ o..,t-.(>cln tc I )IJ·cctor 
Music by Tschaikovsky 
DECEMBER 8-30 
at ARIE CROWN THEATRE, 
MCCORMICK PLACE 
Once ugaln, th · nchllntht~storyof'l11c, utcrack · rcomcs 
to life In the Chi ugo Tribune Cluu·tUcs' annual C'h rlstmu~-> 
bullet Twirling huJicrtnus tum Into 14purkll ng snowfluJ<es. 
A litt le g trl truvcls to u giiHtcntng wondcl'lund on n bed tJwt 
noutR tJuo ugh IJle nlr. And u hand oomc ptincc feuds lUl unny 
of toy soldie rs Into bottle. [t's a dazzling perfomtlUlce which 
d ·llghtR adults ru1d chllclrcn alike. 
Shure lhe holldny sphit with family uml 
ftiends tl1ls year at ' l11c Nutcrucl<cr. 
Rc~c t-vc your tl<:ln: ts to<luy! 
CuJI Tkkctrnn 1ll (:H2) 002-WW. 
Tkl<c t:-~ tu· • WH<> uvulluhlc ut the Atic Crown 
Box Oflkc uml by ma ll ord er. 
For mail order lnfonnnt ion, nncllo(roup s ttlcs 
(20 or more), Cllll (at2) 79 1-HlHO. 
m Now Expression Octobnr 1989 
-------------------------------------1989 TheN utcracker Mail Order Coupon 
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NTERTAINMENT House music 
Chicago 
based 
style and 
fashions 
hot with 
. teens 
Ph IIana A. Patterson 
"A house is not a home." This is 
1 song lyric, but it has a deeper 
neaning to some of Chicago's 
31ack teens. 
"House" is a dance music with a 
1eavy steady bass. House music 
'egan its meteoric rise to fame in 
he early eighties. Thought at first 
o be a fad, house music has sur-
•ived many years and has be-
the sound to which many 
~hicago teens dance. 
House "culture· is not easily de:-
ined. Different forms of house 
nusic have evolved from the origi-
lal form. "Deep House" is one of 
hese forms. Much of deep house 
s tak·en from the work of James 
3rown. The soul and disco sounds 
Jf James Brown and other seven-
lies artists that our parents danced 
to are taking over the party scene 
and this is becoming the music of 
choice. 
Jarrett Mason, a very stylish 17-
year- old senior at De La Salle 
High School, is an avid partygoer, 
OJ, and a total house person. 
"Regular house people are prep-
pyish. They wear argyle socks and 
polo shirts," said Jarrett. 
Deep house is definitely differ-
ent, as described by Byron Ma-
son, Jarrett's twin brother. "You 
can identify them a mile away," 
said Byron ."They wear 70's cloth-
ing: bell bottoms,hoop earrings; 
some wear earrings in their nose," 
Jarrett added. ''Deep is high fash-
ion: big pants, vests, patent 
leather shoes, and ponytails on 
girls and guys." 
The style and personality of 
deep people 1s unique. "Their 
style is more free. We don't care 
what other people think of us," 
said Jarrett. 
"Girls wear torn up shirts and 
jeans. You have to <£ay that they 
(deep people) think they're the 
shit; they think the world revolves 
around them, and everyone 
should watch them dance." 
Byron said, "Deep, deep, deep, 
people are very strange. Those 
who aren't as deep can be snobby 
like me." 
Deep House partygoers fre-
quent Medusa 's on Sunday 
nights. Determining whether or 
not a party is deep depends on the 
OJ. Lil Louis, a very popular OJ, al-
ways attracts a deep crowd. 
"Deep people go to parties to 
dance. That's why I go. House 
and Rap people go to meet 
people, and get phone numbers," 
Jarrett explained. 
Some people criticize Deep 
House because a lot of it is o ld 70's 
music. "It's true," said Jarrett. "But 
I like it, and a whole Iotta other 
people like it." 
(Philana Patterson, of Queen of 
Peace High School, wrote this for 
the Roosevelt University Summer 
Journalism Workshop) 
H01/ZONS 
Youth Services 
A Safe, FUN Space- for 
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual 
Youth 
e Drop- In center 
e Discussion Groups 
e Activities 
e Education and Outreach 
3225 N. Sheffield, Chicago 
Call 472-6469 (Day) 
or 
929-HELP (7-11 p.m.) 
327-HELP (TTD for 
Hearing Impaired) 
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ENTERTAINMENT Music Reviews 
Jackson's 'Rythm Nation' pledges allegiance to the funk 
Rating System: 
1 star: Bad 
C Rating~ 
Rythm Nation (1814) 
Janet Jackson 
by Kimberly Holt 
The artwork on the cover 
ofJanet Jackson's "Rythm Nation 
1814" foreshadows what's con-
tained inside, despair, hope, love, 
and reasoning . The album, 
Jackson's follow-up release to 
1984's "Control" is her funkiest 
album ever. It is full of messages 
and hot dance grooves which is 
Jackson's style. 
The album quickly grabs and 
holds the listener's attention with 
it's sound effects and heart 
sounding bass and drum work. 
The album conveys Jackson's 
vision of a bleak future for th is 
world. It opens with a pledge, 
which in a few sentences tells of 
the worlds ever increasing prob-
lems. The pledge then slides into 
the beat of "Rhythm Nation." This 
song is symbolic of the nation 
dancing to the tune of poverty and 
crime. 
"State of the World" is the best 
groove on this album. The song 
gives you Jackson's disturbing 
view of the world in the future. It 
begins with someone flipping 
through radio broadcasts detailing 
recent world crises then the drum 
and synthesizer arrangements 
begin. 
One of the strongest cuts on the 
LP is "Love Will Never Do (without 
you)." The song has an eerie 
mood, because it sounds as if it is 
being played at slow speed. The 
dragging rhythm and Jackson's 
deep vocals give the song an 
almost heavenly feel. 
The prettiest and most moving 
song on this album is "livin'ln A 
World (They Didn't Make)." This 
ballad screams out for the children 
who are being hurt while living in 
this quickly disinigrating world. 
"Black Cat" is another strong 
song. Its rock and roll tempo is 
the teen-produced bi-weekly cable television 
program, airs its program on Chicago School Reform 
on 
If you have questions about how to participate in production of this 
program, call Youth Communication, 
Why choose between 
a diamond ring and a class Jjng, 
when you can have both? 
America's most popular class ring now 
comes with diamonds. 
You can select a five point, 17 faceted 
diamond, and from seven other ring ~cytes. 
Either in 14K or lOK gold or three other 
metals. Each ring is carefully handcrafted and 
under Jostens' full lifetime 
warranty. 
Treat yourself to the 
ultimate class ring. The 
After Five Diamond 
Collection, only from 
Jostens. 
Jostens. 
Americas class ring. 
Josten's 
55 E. Washington St. Suite 220A 
Chicago Illinois 60602 
Ph. 263-3492 
balanced by Jackson's strong vo-
cals and heavy guitar arrange-
ments. The song depicts the eter-
nal hell caused by a black cat 
passing by someones path. 
As with "Control" Jackson was 
very involved with the production 
of "Rhythm Nation." They co-pro-
duced and co-wrote the tracks and 
some songs as well as doing most 
of the vocal and rhythm arrange-
ments. 
"Rhythm Nation" is a serious 
album which should be listened to 
not only for it's danceable beat but 
for its stunning messages. 
NEEDED FOR 
NEW 
EXPRESSION 
If you've got a little experience 
with a 35mm SLR, 
we've got your chance to 
become a published 
photographer 
Call Nicole Holmes 
or Eric Williams 
at 663-0543 
'DoThe Right Thing' 
is packed with strong 
songs 
L * Rating 
---....J 
Do The Right Thing (Soundtrack) 
Various Artists 
by Darren Monroe 
When thinking of the sound-
track from Spike Lee's hit movie 
"Do The Right Thing," most people 
think of such cuts as "Fight The 
Power" and "My Fantasy" per-
formed by Public Enemy and 
Teddy Riley of Guy. 
But this soundtrack offers a lot 
more than these two popular cuts. 
"Fight The Power" may have been 
heard at the beginning of the 
movie ("Do The Right Thing"), but 
"Never Explain To Love," which 
was performed by AI Jarreau, was 
the song you heard as you left the 
theatre. 
Its soft melody and lyrics are 
matched only by the style of its 
great performer. 
Another good cut from this 
soundtrack is "Can't Stand It," 
which is a funky Jamacian song 
performed by Steel Pulse. Also 
"Why Don't We Try" is a great song 
performed by Keith John who also 
performed "I Can Only Be Me" 
from Spike Lee's "School Daze" 
soundtrack. 
2 stars: Fair 
3 stars: Good 
4 stars: Excellent 
Movie 
& 
Music 
Reviewers 
Needed 
for future issues of 
New Expression 
Contact Ama Johnson 
at 
663-0543 
My favorite two songs are per-
formed by Perri, a newcomer to 
the music industry whose cuts 
"Feel So Good" and "Prove To Me" 
are, in my opinion, the two best 
moderate speed cuts of the album. 
In addition, who t:ould forget the 
marvelous gospel group Take 6 
singing "Don't Shoot" and the ra-
dio jingle "We Love.· 
So before you start to think that 
you've heard all the good songs on 
this album think twice because 
this album is definitely more than it 
seems to be. 
NEW EXPRESSION 
Dazzle Chicago 
with your creativity 
Win CA$H prizes 
See Ad on page 13 for details 
Black History Month ... 
Writers, poets and artists are needed for February's "Black His-
tory" issue of New Expression, which is being sponsored by 
Coca Cola U.S.A. 
Interested journalists and artists are invited to a citywide 
meeting at 4 p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 25, at the newspaper office, 
207 S. Wabash Ave., 8th floor. 
Call for more information: 663-0543. 
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